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New Year, New Possibilities

Happy 2015! Time really fl ies and we’re already on our fi fth issue of the easyuni.com 
Ultimate University Guidebook.

The start of every year is a time fi lled with optimism, hopes and aspirations. It’s when 
plans and resolutions are made to achieve new breakthroughs and success. What’s 
sad though is most people fail to realize their goals - by giving up, not working hard 
enough, or even not having the courage to see through hard times. For the most part 
though, it’s due to not being 100% absolutely clear on your goals and knowing what to 
do to achieve them.

That’s why easyuni.com was born to help students make the best possible decision 
for possibly the most important decision in their life - knowing what and where to 
study. We’re super excited with our fi rst issue of 2015 and hope it gets you pumped 
up to achieve your goals, face new challenges head-on, grow and discover just how 
awesome you are!

In this issue, you defi nitely want to check these out:-
• Music fans can check out how to be a superstar music teacher
• College life stressing you out? Read up some cool and creative ways to stay stress-

free and kick-butt in college
• See how being a hero online-gamer can possibly earn you some serious moolah
(Yeah, we’re awesome like that - to go out of our way to give you best advice to have a 
rocking college life).

And many more cool stuffs on school scholarships and some cool tips on how to ace 
your classes.

Psst… We’re cooking something super top-secret and exciting for April’s issue, and 
because we love our student readers so much, here’s a tiny teaser - it’s bloody ace, 
mate and gonna be epic! (hint: note the colloquialism and you may have an idea!)

Wishing you a rocking 2015 and hoping you enjoy this issue!  

Edwin Tay          

Editor’s Note

    CEO  
             

e a s y u n i  U l t i m a t e  U n i v e r s i t y  G u i d e  i s  a v a i l a b l e  a t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  o u t l e t s  i n  M a l a y s i a  a n d  S i n g a p o r e

Yo u  c a n  a l s o  g e t  a  c o p y  a t  5 0 0  s c h o o l s  a n d  1 0 0  u n i v e r s i t i e s  a s  w e l l  a s  o v e r  t o p  5 0  F & B  o u t l e t s  i n  M a l a y s i a . 
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The HELP Psychology programme is one of the largest and most prestigious 
in the region with over 1,500 students and over 60 faculty staff. 

THE LEADING MINDS IN PSYCHOLOGY

BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGY (HONS)
Bachelor Of Psychological Science (Hons) Joint Degree With Flinders University

Intakes for 2015: January 7, May 20, August 24 

Ms Sybella Ng
MA Developmental 
Psychology (Columbia 
University)

Specialist in develop-
mental psychopathology. 
Currently researching risk 
and resilience factors in 
underprivileged, abused, 
and neglected children.

Dr Ng Yin Lu
PhD (UniSA)

Specialist in 
organizational psychology. 
She is currently involved in 
an organizational diversity 
research and her
consulting work includes 
humann resource and 
talent management.

Dr Goh Chee Leong
PhD (Otago)

President of ARUPS 
(ASEAN Regional Union of 
Psychological Societies)           
and the President-Elect 
of PSIMA (Malaysian 
Psychological Association). 
His interests include 
work psychology, talent 
management and stress.

Assoc. Prof. Dr.                   
Grainne Helena Kirwan
PhD Criminology (UCD, 
Ireland), MSc Applied 
Forensic Psychology 
(Leicester)

Specialist in cyberpsychology, 
particularly in forensic and 
health psychology. She has 
co-authored two books on the 
psychology of cybercrime.

Dr Cameron Teoh
PhD (Otago)

Specialist in 
human-computer 
Interactions. 
Conducting 
research on 
computer-mediated 
communication and 
user-centred designs.

facebook.com/HELPUniversitywww.help.edu.my603- 2716 2000

HELP University Sdn Bhd  No. 15, Jalan Sri Semantan 1, Off Jalan Semantan, Bukit Damansara, 50508 Kuala Lumpur.  
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It was a historical moment for the International College of 

Automotive (ICAM) during the Chartered Institute of Logistics 

and Transport (CILT) Malaysia 2014 Convocation where 22 

ICAM students received their CILT diplomas.

The CILT convocation was held at the Shah Alam Convention 

Centre on November 01, 2014. A total of 360 students were 

awarded degrees and diplomas in various disciplines while 

11 students from eight institutions received best student 

awards for the respective programmes.  

Among the 11 top recipients, ICAM student Nur Asmeida Bt 

Mohd Aslan was awarded the best student for Diploma in 

Automotive Parts Management (DPM).

The Universities and Colleges which participated in 

the convocation include ICAM (22 graduates), UiTM (3 

graduates), UniKL (87 graduates), UUM (31 graduates), 

UCSI (52 graduates), UMT (122 graduates), AK Academy (13 

graduates) and Royal Malaysia NAVY (30 graduates).  

The Convocation was attended by the CILT International 

President Dr. Dorothy Chan, CILT International Secretary 

General Mr. Keith Newton and International Vice President/CILT 

Malaysia President Prof Dato’ Abdul Radzak Abd Malek, CILT.

ICAM is one of two colleges that has received recognition as 

a CILT training centre since being accepted as a member of 

CILT, UK in 2013.

As of March 2014, graduates of ICAM’s Business & Management 

programmes, namely Diploma in Parts Management, Diploma in 

Resource Planning and Diploma in Procurement Management 

will jointly obtain a diploma from CILT.

The CILT is a highly respected 100 year old institute; CILT 

has granted permission for HICOM University College Sdn 

Bhd (HUCSB), the holding company of ICAM to run its 

Professional Qualifying Examination (PQE) as an in-house 

programme. The examination was designed to upgrade skills 

in techniques, supply and logistics in the transport industry 

for DRB-HICOM Group companies. The Institute brings 

unique benefi ts and international qualifi cations with the 

standards from an international organisation that has held a 

Royal Charter since 1926.

Graduates who successfully pass the examinations, and 

subject to meeting qualifying experience criteria, including 

those with three years working experience will be awarded 

post designatory letters for Member (MILT) and Chartered 

Member (CMILT). This is a badge of international recognition. 

CILT graduates are globally recognised by the world logistics 

and transport industry in countries such as UK, Europe, 

Middle East, Asia, New Zealand and Australia.

A d v e r t o r i a l

22 ICAM Students 
Receive Diplomas 
In CILT Malaysia 
Convocation 2014

About ICAM:

Poised to be the leader in Automotive Education, the International 
College of Automotive (ICAM) provides the best education 
experience for those who want to excel in Automotive Industry. 
ICAM’s goal is to complement the automotive industry through 
sustainable development of human capital. 

ICAM is located within the DRB-HICOM Automotive Complex 
in Pekan. Established on 2nd April 2010, ICAM is owned by 
HICOM University Sdn Bhd (HUCSB), a wholly owned subsidiary 
of DRB-HICOM Berhad. In addition to producing a cadre of skilled 
professionals and leaders to join the workforce of the automotive 
sector, ICAM also serves as an institution that enables the Group’s 
automotive human resources to continuously upgrade their skills 
and knowledge. 

ICAM currently offers 8 Diploma and 3 degree programmes. The 
programmes are divided into 2 major faculties - Engineering & 
Technology and Business & Management. 

Engineering & Technology

• Diploma in Automotive Managements System 
• Diploma in Automotive Service Technology 
• Diploma in Vehicle Assembly Management 
• B.Eng. (Hons) in Manufacturing Systems Engineering
• B.Eng.(Hons) in Industrial Technology Management

Business & Management

• Diploma in Automotive Retail Management 
• Diploma in Automotive Parts Management 
• Diploma in Enterprise Resource Planning 
• Diploma in Procurement Management 
• Diploma in Occupational Safety and Health 
• Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons) Marketing 

Management

For more information about programme offers by ICAM, please 
contact: 1-300-88-4226 or email to: enquiries@icam.edu.my 
and visit www.icam.edu.my.
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KPJ Healthcare University College (KPJUC) is a Malaysian 

private university college located in Kota Seriemas Nilai, 

Negeri Sembilan and a member of KPJ Healthcare Berhad, 

the leading private healthcare provider in Malaysia. 

Established since 1991, it was previously known as Puteri 

Nursing College (PNC). It was the fi rst private nursing college 

in Malaysia to offer Diploma in Nursing programme and the 

fi rst private higher institution to obtain Diploma in Nursing 

accreditation by MQA in September 1991. In 2008, PNC was 

renamed KPJ International College of Nursing and Health 

Sciences. In May 2011, the institution achieved University 

College status and in September 2012, it is rebranded as KPJ 

Healthcare University College. 

KPJUC has produced fi ve thousand nurses and healthcare 

professionals with graduated with Master, Bachelor and Diploma 

qualifi cations. KPJUC has collaborated with Liverpool John 

Moores University (1997) in offering Certifi cate and Diploma in 

Peri-Operative and Operations Department Practice, and also 

worked with University of Hertfordshire, United Kingdom (2009) 

to offer BSc (Hons) International Nursing. 

Today KPJUC boasts of more than 30 programmes, mostly 

home-grown, in pursuing its dream to achieve a full-fl edged 

university status in 2016.  The programmes range from PhD 

to Diplomas and Professional Certifi cates. All programmes 

obtained accreditation and approvals from Ministry of Education 

(MOE) and Malaysian Qualifi cations Agency (MQA), as well as 

fulfi lling the standards and criteria set by the respective boards 

for Medical, Pharmacy and Nursing programmes. 

KPJUC graduates have always been highly regarded 

for their competence through the teaching and learning 

experience they received at our university and hospitals. 

Backed by more than 25 KPJ Group of Specialist Hospitals, 

our students are exposed to hands-on and real clinical 

practice from top specialists of the country and the highly 

experienced healthcare professionals. In line with this trust, 

in 2012 KPJUC made a breakthrough when we were granted 

approval to run our fi rst Medical Specialist programme, the 

Master of Otorhinolaryngology (Head and Neck surgery). In 

2013, KPJUC was given another approval to offer Master in 

Paediatrics and just recently to run Master of Radiology. To 

date, KPJUC is the only private higher education institution 

in Malaysia to be given the privilege to run the Advanced 

Medical programmes. The full support of KPJ consultants 

and healthcare professionals set KPJUC and KPJ Colleges in 

Johor Baru and Penang apart from their competitors.

As the Vice President of KPJUC, Professor Dr. Durrishah binti 

Idrus says, “The institution guarantees the programmes are 

designed to equip our graduates with skills and competence 

needed at the workplace, and the teaching and learning 

experience keeps abreast with the latest developments in 

the industry”. She continues saying that, “KPJUC is building 

the next generation of highly employable and capable global 

citizens to contribute in shaping a sustainable future for all. 

The KPJUC team is committed to upholding the responsibility 

and accountability in educating these generation of thinkers 

and doers who drive new ideas and innovations that change 

the world for the better”. 

Its mission is to achieve the highest professionalism in 

healthcare education. The institution encourages and 

embraces new discoveries in human health and improving 

the lives and well-being of the community. The campus is 

well equipped with clinical skilled laboratories such as 

Nursing Skills Laboratory, IT Laboratory, Diagnostic and 

Imaging  Laboratory, the various nursing specialisation 

Skills Laboratory and Pharmacy Laboratory. It has spacious 

tutorial and classrooms, auditoriums and resources centre 

with e-sources. The students are provided with comfortable 

accommodation on campus. KPJUC is awarded with a 

‘5 star’ rating by MyQuest (Malaysian Quality Evaluation 

Systems for Privates Colleges) and is preparing itself to be 

assessed under MyRA.

Indeed, the transformation that KPJUC has for the past three 

years is a testimony that KPJUC has succeeded in providing 

a wholesome academic experience and ambience for its 

graduates. Our graduates are working with KPJ group of 

hospitals, as well at other private institutions, and with the 

government. Many are also working abroad, especially in the 

Middle East, as our Degrees and Certifi cates are recognised 

all over the world. Our philosophy for a healthy and informed 

society through integration of health education, research and 

comprehensive healthcare services is seriously being pursued. 

To achieve this faster, KPJUC invites those who are interested 

in the healthcare sector to be part of KPJUC as academic 

team and students. Our students receive various fi nancial 

assistance,  either loan or scholarships, from Tabung 

Pendidikan Tinggi Nasional (PTPTN), Majlis Amanah Raya 

(MARA), Yayasan-Yayasan Negeri or other fi nancial aids to 

assist students to enjoy the learning experience. 

Please call 1300-88-5758 or visit www.kpjuc.edu.my for more 
information and the information of next intakes. 

A d v e r t o r i a l

KPJ HEALTHCARE 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
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Paediatrics is a branch of medicine that 
focuses on children and the diseases 
affl icting them. As a paediatrician, you 
must love children, understand their special 
needs and help the parents by restoring 
their children’s health and fi tness. 

MEDICINE & HEALTHCARE

Modern hospitals have a separate paediatric 
department which requires qualifi ed and 
experienced paediatricians. Private practice 
can also pay well, but you will need to 
gain the necessary experience by working 
in one of the bigger hospitals for some 
years immediately after you complete your 
medical course.

To become a successful paediatrician, you 
will need patience and a sense of humour 
that will help put your young patients at 
ease and get them to cooperate with you. 
You must be able to get the right responses 
from your little patients to fi nd out what 
is wrong with them and decide on the 
right kind of treatment. You will also have 
to improve yourself further and acquire 
additional skills to perform surgeries, even 
on newborns.

Paediatrics: 
A ‘Child-
friendly’ 
Medical 
Career  

COURSES & C AREERS
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Qualifications and Training
How one obtains a degree in paediatrics may differ from country 
to country, but it is generally awarded as a postgraduate medical 
degree. This means completing your Bachelor’s degree with a 
science major and admission into a medical college for a four-
year graduate medical degree. During your fi rst two years in 
medical school you will be spending more time in classrooms and 
laboratories, studying general medical subjects such as:
• Physiology and anatomy
• Pathology
• Immunology
• Pharmacology
• Ethics

During the next two years, you will be visiting hospitals and 
clinics, seeing patients treated by your senior paediatricians and 
take part in the treatment process and learn skills in surgery, 
internal medicine, psychiatry, family practice, and so on, to 
lay the foundation for being a medical practitioner and your 
later specialisation in paediatric practice. After graduating 
and getting your license to practice medicine, you would then 
enter a paediatric residency programme that is accredited by 
the respective medical councils. During this period you will be 
specially trained in paediatrics and acquire skills to become a full-
fl edged paediatrician.

After the completion of the residency, you have to take the 
Board examinations to get a certifi cate to practice as a general 
paediatrician. There are many branches of paediatrics, such 
as child abuse paediatrics, paediatric cardiology or paediatric 
rheumatology, each with its own set of additional training and 
separate certifi cations.

Skills and Traits Needed 
You are required to interact with children of all ages,        
so you must be able to maintain good relationships with 
them and their parents to understand their problem, 
as well as with the hospital or clinic staff and other 
members of your medical team. You must be patient  
and keenly observant to diagnose and treat your 
patients. You also need a sense of humour to engage  
the young ones and must be willing to understand 
their special requirements. You must be totally  
devoted and dedicated to your profession, and be 
prepared for long hours, working night shifts and 
irregular schedules.

Paediatricians care for the health of 
children, from newborns to those of 
21 years of age. They receive 
specialised training and are 
experienced in diagnosing and treating 
ailments that affect this age group. 
They usually work in a clinic or offi ce, 
assisted by nurses and often engage 
general physicians as associates. 

A general paediatrician’s tasks include: 
treating minor injuries, infectious 
diseases and even mental and physical 
problems that are connected with 
adolescence, as well as scheduling and 
performing immunisations. Paediatric 
surgery is a further specialisation that 
deals with many types of serious life-
threatening conditions.

Thus, a modern-day paediatrician 
takes care of the emotional, physical, 
and social health of children 
throughout their formative years and 
into adulthood.

ians care for the health of 
borns to those of 

Nature of 
the Work

sepaparaa

COURSES & C AREERS
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Options Available
As a certifi ed paediatrician, you will be joining a hospital after your residency 
is over. You can easily get employed in any health organisation. After getting 
the necessary exposure, you can either go to another hospital or set up your 
own private practice. This will give you a bit more freedom in organising your 
schedule, giving you more time for other pursuits or further studies to enhance 
your skills and knowledge. Plus, you can also earn more as a private practitioner.

A paediatrician’s job, like many in 
the fi eld of medicine, is challenging 

as well as thrilling. At times, 
you need to manage unpleasant 
situations arising out of an angry 

parent or a non-cooperating patient 
and you have to be careful in 

diffusing the situation. 

If you are in charge of the paediatric 
department or your own clinic, you 
will also have subordinates to take 
care of and colleagues to deal with, 

on top of your patients and their 
parents. You have to run your ship 
effectively and you must be able to 
motivate your staff to offer patients 

the best type of service. Learn to 
communicate via phone, email, fax 
or the Internet, especially during 
emergencies or when something 
needs to be conveyed urgently.

You are likely to spend most 
days indoors, within a hospital or 
clinic, going out on occasion to 

make house calls. Expect to wear 
protective clothing like gloves, apron 

and masks.

Normally, you need to work for 
40 hours a week and see patients 

according to set appointment dates. 

Even so, don’t expect a typical 
nine-to-fi ve schedule. Instead, be 

prepared to sacrifi ce your weekends 
and holidays, as germs and medical 
emergencies don’t have day-offs. 

Working 
Conditions

emergencies don t have day offs. 

Why Choose A Career In Paediatrics

Child healthcare can be quite taxing, so there will always be a demand for quality paediatricians. You can join any healthcare facility and start your career without much diffi culty and earn a handsome salary. Moreover, if you are a person who naturally loves caring for children and has a burning desire to help them when they fall ill, then being a paediatrician might be your calling.

Many studies have established that more than 80 per cent 

of practicing paediatricians are satisfi ed with their jobs, 

so you too might feel the same, after solving particularly 

diffi cult medical puzzles and getting kids healthy again. A 

paediatrician who enters the life of a child at an early age is 

likely to end up being his third parent and guardian angel. 

This lifelong bond can be fulfi lling one, and another reason 

why paediatricians keep doing what they do.
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Some Popular Universities in Asia     
offering Courses in Paediatrics

Taipei Medical University
World ranking: 379 Asia ranking:  46
Website: www.tmu.edu.tw
Scholarships (partial list):  - Ministry of Education (MOE) Taiwan Scholarship
     - Ministry of foreign Affairs (MOFA) Taiwan Scholarship

University Of Malaya
QS University ranking Top 50: 20           Asia ranking:  56
Website: www.ukm.my
Scholarships (partial list): - Shell scholarship

National Yang Ming University
QS University ranking Top 50: 18        Asia ranking: 49
Website: www.ym.edu.tw
Scholarships (partial list):  - Yang Ming Scholarship
     - Taiwan ICDF Scholarship

Sungkyunkwan University
World ranking: 140 Asia ranking: 17
Website: www.skku.edu
Scholarships (partial list): - SKKU External Scholarships
    - Chung Soo Scholarship Association

Tongji University
BRICs ranking: 23 Asia ranking: 65  
Website: www.tongji.edu.cn
Scholarships (partial list):  - (Isa) Tongji University Scholarship                                                                
     - Tongji University President’s Scholarship

Keio University
World ranking: 179 Asia ranking: 35
Website: www.keio.ac.jp
Scholarships (partial list): - Scholarships for GIGA Program Students    
    - Keio University Scholarship

Yonsei University
World ranking: 106 Asia ranking:  16
Website: www.yonsei.ac.kr
Scholarships (partial list): - EIC scholarship
                                           - Cheongpa Scholarship

TMDU
World ranking: 294 Asia ranking:  61
Website: www.tmd.ac.jp
Scholarships (partial list): - The Hitachi Scholarship Foundation
    - Honjo International Scholarship Foundation

Kyushu University
World ranking: 126 Asia ranking:  24
Website: www.kyushu-u.ac.jp
Scholarships (partial list): - AEON Scholarship
    - Fukuoka pref.SATOOYA Scholarship

Hokkaido University
World ranking: 135 Asia ranking:  23
Website: www.hokudai.ac.jp
Scholarships (partial list): - President’s Fellowship
    - Special Grant Program for International Students

Source: QS World University 2014 rankings for Subject: Medicine. There is no specifi c ranking for Paediatrics.  
Please visit: www.topuniversities.com for more information.
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A career in the aviation industry can mean more 
than being a pilot or a fl ight attendant. Numerous 
support positions on the ground are based at 
hangars or the airport itself. One of these is the 
airport maintenance engineer, who basically ensures 
aircraft are in tip-top shape and conducts overall 
inspections, maintenance and repairs.

A High-flying 
Career in Aircraft 
Maintenance 

ENGINEERING
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Required Qualifications, 
Skills and Knowledge
• Possess a Diploma/Advanced Diploma/Bachelor’s 

Degree in Aircraft Maintenance Engineering/
Aircraft Maintenance Technology or in a related 
fi eld. After graduating, you are required to 
complete fi ve years of training and/or working 
experience in aircraft maintenance engineering 
and repairs to get the EASA Part 66 Category 
B1-1 license, a type of certifi ed basic license that 
allows you to service an aircraft.

• Have basic knowledge of all things pertaining 
to the electronic, mechanical and/or structural 
systems, components and accessories of aircraft.

• Must have strong passion for and interest in the 
aviation industry.

• Be profi cient in English, both oral and written.
• Great with hands-on work and willing to 

get your hands dirty performing repairs and 
maintenance. 

• Must be meticulous as well as pay attention 
to detail as an aircraft maintenance engineer’s 
job scope involves plenty of practical skills and 
knowledge rather than theoretical requirements. 

• Healthy and not colour blind; being colour 
blind will hamper your ability as an aircraft 
maintenance engineer due to some aircraft 
components being colour-coded. 

• Possess good problem-solving skills, patience, 
good interpersonal and communication skills, 
and teamwork.

There are numerous types of aircraft: single- and twin-
engine piston aircraft, single- and twin-engine turbo 
prop aircraft, commercial airliners, business jets and 

helicopters. An aircraft maintenance engineer’s task is to 
ensure that these aircraft operate optimally and meet all 
the rules, regulatory and safety requirements of aviation 
authorities in different countries, such as the Malaysian 

Department of Civil Aviation (DCA), the U.S.-based 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the European 

Aviation Safety Agency (EASA).

Performs testing and regular maintenance services such 
as dismantling, inspecting, repairing and reassembling 
all kinds of electronic and mechanical components and 

systems of an aircraft to prolong its lifespan. These 
components include the engines, hydraulics, aircraft 

frames, landing gear, fl ight instruments, brakes, valves, 
pumps and pressurised components. 

Perform routine pre-fl ight and post-fl ight inspections of 
aircraft logs, cockpits, fl ight controls, engines, propellers, 

fuel systems, and so on. 

Supervising engineering works related to the design, 
development, manufacturing, modifi cation and research 

of aircraft.

Writes and keeps records of technical reports, 
presentations, manuals and work sheets pertaining to 

inspections, maintenance and repairs.

Works with various equipment such as diagnostic 
equipment, power tools and X-ray machines to detect 

cracks not visible to the human eye and specialised 
aviation tools.

Manages and supervises a team of aircraft technical 
personnel, mechanics and assistants in aircraft 

maintenance, delegates tasks among team members, 
ensures quality of their work and maintains strict control 

and discipline among them.

Maintains a clean and safe working environment at all times.

What Does an Aircraft 
Maintenance Engineer Do?

The core responsibilities of an airport maintenance engineer are:
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Why Choose Aircraft 
Maintenance Engineering?
A career in aviation has promising prospects. John 
Goglia, an independent aviation safety consultant and 
Adjunct Professor at Vaughn College of Aeronautics 
and Technology who wrote the 2014 Outlook for 
Aviation Careers in the Forbes website, said “If 
there’s a bright side to looming pilot and aviation 
mechanic shortages, it’s that young people with 
a dream to fl y or fi x airplanes can look to a 
brighter future in an exciting and challenging 
fi eld”. Moreover, the affordability of local 
and international air travel has also led to 
a growing demand in aviation experts. 
As such, aircraft maintenance engineers 
have become one of the most sought-
after careers that can command high 
salaries as well as provide better 
job prospects. A career in aircraft 
maintenance engineering is also 
highly respectable because 
maintaining a 100 per cent 
working aircraft means you also 
ensure the safety of the pilots, 
crew, passengers and the 
general public.

Working Conditions

Apart from working on aircraft frames 
and mechanical parts, you need to deal 
with fuel, oil and hydraulic fl uids as well 
as  perilous environments with ladders 
and scaffolds. An aircraft maintenance 
engineer must wear protective clothing 
such as overalls, ear muffs and safety 
glasses at all times. On the tarmac or 
airfi eld, high-visibility clothing such as 
a vest made of refl ective material that 

often come in bright orange, yellow and 
green may also be needed. In short, an 

aircraft maintenance engineer is a career 
choice that requires great expertise in a 

challenging environment. 

You typically work 
eight hours a day, like 
in a normal offi ce job. 
However, you might 

need to do shifts  and 
that includes long hours 
and overtime, on public 
holidays and weekends 

too. You will be on call to 
complete emergency or 

unscheduled maintenance 
and repairs, especially 

during peak seasons such 
as festive periods or year-

end school holidays. 

As an aircraft maintenance 
engineer, you cannot expect 
a laid-back pace or routine 
schedule at work. You will 

need to be fully attentive to 
detail while being able to 

multitask and perform well 
under pressure at all times. You 
will be working from hangars, 
workshops and other indoor 
areas but you will also need 
to cope with erratic weather 

conditions, such as performing 
under the hot sun while 

working outdoors in airfi elds.
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Overhaul 
Mechanic/Aircraft 

Overhaul Technician
An overhaul mechanic or an 

aircraft overhaul technician is in 
charge of overhauling the aircraft 

frame as well as performing routine 
maintenance and inspection after an 
aircraft has fl own a specifi ed number 

of hours, at which some wear and 
tear in the components such as 

wings and the fuselage is 
expected. 

Aircraft 
Maintenance 

Engineer (Structures)
An aircraft maintenance engineer 

specialising in structures takes 
responsibility in constructing, maintaining 
and restoring sheet metal, bonded and 
non-metallic composite materials and 
components on aircraft, including the 

framework, internal ribs and the wings. 
This job usually requires working 
inside and around actual aircraft 

and, sometimes, in hangars 
and workshops.

Aircraft 
Maintenance 

Engineer (Avionics)
This type of profession mainly 

concerns on all things avionics, which 
basically means you are responsible for 

maintaining and diagnosing problems in 
electrical and electronic systems and devices on 
aircraft. Among these are aircraft information 
systems, autopilot systems, air communication 

systems, generator, lighting systems, radar 
and integrated fl ight systems, digital 
engine control systems as well as in-

fl ight entertainment and cabin 
systems.Aircraft 

Maintenance Engineer 
(Mechanical)

Aircraft maintenance engineers 
specialising in mechanics are required 

to maintain and diagnose engine issues, 
including those related to propellers and rotors 
as well as maintain technical components and 
accessories on aircraft such as wheels, brakes, 
skids, fuel systems, landing gears, pneumatic 
and hydraulic systems, fl ight control systems, 

fi re detection and prevention systems, 
oxygen systems, doors, windows, 

cockpits and environmental control 
and pressurisation systems.

Line 
Maintenance 

Mechanic/Aircraft 
Line Maintenance

The main responsibility involves all 
parts of the aircraft (e.g., aircraft frame 

and engine components) in a hangar 
and/or workshop environment. Line 
maintenance mechanics are usually guided 
by fl ight engineers as they conduct full 
inspection of aircraft before take-off. 

Line maintenance mechanics also 
do emergency or unscheduled 

repair work at airports 
when needed.

COURSES & C AREERS

Power Plant 
Mechanic/Aircraft 

Power Plant Repairer
A power plant mechanic is mainly 

responsible for inspecting, repairing 
and supervising maintenance works 

on aircraft engine systems and 
components. Other responsibility 
includes being in charge of the 
technical training on aircraft 

engine systems.

What are My Career Options after Studying 
Aircraft Maintenance Engineering?
You can work in the government sector, the military (air force bases 
or aircraft carriers) or in privately owned domestic and international 
airlines. You can also serve in other related industries, such as 
manufacturing, warehousing, administration and support services, 
after you have graduated from courses related to aircraft maintenance 
engineering. Some of these jobs are:

A High-flying Career Awaits
No doubt that working in the aircraft maintenance engineering fi eld is very challenging and not for the faint-hearted. 

However, it is also an exciting and highly rewarding career. Aircraft maintenance engineering is not just about maintenance 

and repairs – it’s about keeping people safe and planes fl ying. You will also get to explore other areas such as planning, 

warehousing, quality assurance and management, as well as being able to learn a lot about the aviation industry.
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Some Popular Universities in Asia       
offering Courses in Engineering

Indian Institute Of Bombay
BRICs ranking: 15 Asia ranking:  41
Website: www.iitb.ac.in
Scholarships (partial list):  - ITT Bombay Heritage Fund Scholarship
     - National Talent Search Scholarship

Xi’an Jiaotong University
Brics ranking: 19  Asia ranking:  57
Website: www.xjtu.edu.cn
Scholarships (partial list): - Chinese Government Scholarship
    - Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University (XJTLU) International Student Entry Scholarship

Indian Institute Of Kanpur
BRICs ranking: 16 Asia ranking:  52
Website: www.iitk.ac.in
Scholarships (partial list): - Merit-cum-Means Scholarships
    - Aditya Birla Group Scholarship

Tokyo Institute Of Technology
World ranking: 68 Asia ranking: 15
Website: www.titech.ac.jp
Scholarships (partial list): - Japanese Government (MEXT) Scholarship

University Of Malaya
World ranking: 151 Asia ranking: 31 
Website: www.um.edu.my
Scholarships (partial list): - Malaysia International Scholarship (MIS)
    - Ryoichi Sasakawa Young Leaders Fellowship Fund (SYLFF)

Indian Institute Of Madras
BRICs ranking: 17 Asia ranking:  53
Website: www.iitm.ac.in
Scholarships (partial list): - Pratibha Scholarship of Govt. of Andhra Pradesh
    - Girish Ready Scholarship

Tsinghua University
World ranking: 47 Asia ranking:  14
Website: www.tsinghua.edu.cn
Scholarships (partial list): - Confucius Institute Scholarship
    - Beijing Government Scholarship (BGS)

Harbin Institute Of Technology
BRICs ranking:  27 Asia ranking:  77
Website: www.hit.edu.cn
Scholarships (partial list): - Chinese Government Scholarship Program
    - CSC Scholarship

Indian Institute Of Technology Delhi
BRICs ranking: 13 Asia ranking:  38
Website: www.iitd.ac.in
Scholarships (partial list): - Institute SC/ST Scholarship
    - Indian Women’s Association at Bonn Scholarship

Nanjing University
World ranking: 162 Asia ranking:  26
Website: www.nju.edu.cn
Scholarships (partial list): - Nanjing Government Scholarship
    - The Chinese Government Scholarship Program

Source: QS World University 2014 rankings for Subject: Engineering 2014. There is no specifi c rankings on Aircraft Maintenance 
Please visit: www.topuniversities.com for more information.
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UNITAR International University has fi ve intakes in January, 

March, June, September and November. Students from 

all over Malaysia can apply and register at UNITAR at our 

new main campus in Kelana Jaya or at 10 of our Regional 

Centres in Alor Setar, Johor Bahru, Penang, Kota Bharu, Kota 

Kinabalu, Kuching, Melaka, Ipoh, Port Dickson and Jengka. 

With over 60 programmes to choose from, student can 

choose to register for our Faculty of Business and Information 

Technology, Faculty of Education and Social Sciences, 

Faculty of Early Childhood Studies, Faculty of Hospitality and 

Tourism Management, School of Foundation and General 

Studies. Our vision is to be the leading innovative social 

sciences university within Malaysia and in the ASEAN region. 

Bringing education to you
The University’s new 15 storey main campus in Kelana Jaya 

provides students a relaxed and cozy environment to study. It 

has extensive facilities such as student lounge, library, dance 

studio and fl exible classrooms and is located to amenities 

such as Giant Hypermarket, Paradigm Mall, Empire Shopping 

Gallery, Sunway Pyramid and Subang Parade. 

Students not only have to study at our main campus, but 

have the option to study at our 10 regional centres across 

Malaysia in Alor Setar, Johor Bahru, Penang, Kota Bharu, Kota 

Kinabalu, Kuching, Melaka, Ipoh, Port Dickson and Jengka. 

By having these regional centres, UNITAR is dedicated to 

bring education to you, with affordable fees.

Industry partnerships – A pathway to 
guaranteed jobs
UNITAR partners with 16 strategic industry experts and is 

based on specifi c industries for each faculty to ensure top-

notch collaboration with students and faculties involved. 

UNITAR’s collaborations are to ensure students learn 

best industry practices before they take the leap into the 

working world.

UNITAR’s strategic industry partners are Maxis Berhad, 

Themed Attractions and Resorts Sdn Bhd - the operators of 

Kidzania, LEGOLAND and Puteri Harbour, coffee chain San 

Francisco Coffee, Boustead Hotels and Resorts – which is 

the operator of The Royale Bintang, Royal Chulan and Royal 

Aryani hotel chains, internet protocol experts IVS Seraya AVS, 

the Oxford Business Group, Pearson Publishing, the London 

English Academy and many more.

One Degree – Two countries
The quality of International partnerships with local 

universities is a benchmark of a local university’s stature. 

Through UNITAR International University’s partnerships, you 

are provided the option to experience university life in the 

United Kingdom, Australia and France together with globally 

recognized universities. 

With these strategic partnerships, you will have the opportunity 

to expand your knowledge not just in your studies, but also 

enrich yourself with new cultures, new contacts and build 

invaluable relationships with peers from around the world. 

UNITAR students to join universities in the United Kingdom 

and Australia with a direct second year entry. 

The university in the United Kingdom is University of Bradford 

whereas in Australia, the partnerships are with renowned 

universities like University of Tasmania (UTAS) and University 

of South Australia (UNISA). Students can also experience 

France with La Rochelle University through a student 

exchange programme.

UNITAR currently has four faculties and two schools which are:

• Faculty of Business Administration and Information 

Technology

• Faculty of Early Childhood Studies

• Faculty of Education and Social Sciences

• Faculty of Hospitality and Tourism Management

• School of Foundation and General Studies

• Asia Graduate School of Business

A d v e r t o r i a l

Apply Now To 
Join UNITAR 
International 
University

For interested students wanting to join UNITAR International 
University, please contact us at +603 - 7627 7200 or visit our 
website at www.unitar.my

For UNITAR Regional Centres (IRC’s), please contact:
Alor Setar  04-731-4305 | Johor Bahru 07-223-2178 | Penang 
04-262 1888 | Kota Bharu 09-743-3396 I Kota Kinabalu +6-08-
873-2020 | Kuching 08-241-3811| Melaka 06-281-7732 |  Ipoh 
05-527-7013 I Jengka 09-467-7777
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ECONOMICS  
The Wealth 
of the Field 
and Its Career 
Options

ACCOUNTANCY & FINANCE

What is Economics?
Money is a big part of economics, 
but there is more to it than that. 
Economics is a study of how people 
make different choices over the 
usage of resources, which can be 
anything: time, talent, technology, 
goods and natural resources such 
as oil and gas. Economics also deals 
with studies on human behaviour, 
which can be as in-depth as 
analysing and predicting theories 
that help explain the behaviours of 
consumers, groups and organisations 
when given these resources.

For instance: You have the choice 
between a branded plain yellow 
T-shirt that costs twice as much as a 
plain non-branded yellow T-shirt made 
of low-quality fabric. Some individuals 
choose to buy high-quality and 
expensive products for self-satisfaction 
while others opt for cheaper products 
to save money for more important 
purposes, like retirement funds.

COURSES & C AREERS
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On the surface, economics 
sounds boring because it deals 
a lot with data. However, this 
data is important because it 
helps us to understand why and 
how governments respond to 
changes in the world market, 
like the oil price slump. As the 
supply (and demand) of this 
commodity affects a lot of what 
we do because of its use in 
many industries, the movements 
of oil in the market in terms of 
production, distribution and sale 
are closely watched.

COURSES & C AREERS

What are Macroeconomics and Microeconomics?

How to be an 
Economist
An economist is a research 
expert who analyses, 
collects and scrutinises data 
or information relating 
to economic issues by 
incorporating a combination 
of mathematics and 
statistics. An economist is 
also known as a problem-
solver who helps to pinpoint 
the cause of problems and 
resolve the issues. He should 
also know how to set market 
trends, generate reports and 
produce forecasts. 

To work as an economist, the most basic 
requirements are analytical and writing skills 
and a sound knowledge of mathematics. A 
minimum of a bachelor’s degree majoring 
in economics, business management, social 
science of economics and fi nance, or any 
other math-related fi eld is required. 

Completion of related classes such as 
microeconomics, macroeconomics, 
econometrics and economic thought 
and theory, as well as basic educational 
courses involving accounting, fi nance and 
marketing, are all crucial if one wishes to 
qualify as an economist.

While a bachelor’s degree is adequate, it is 
best to consider earning a master’s degree 
for better job opportunities. A master’s 
degree is typically completed within two 
years from a full-time course. The highest 
reach for a degree is completing a PhD in 
economics, which helps when focusing on 
a particular research-based specialisation.

One should also gain valuable practical 
experience through internships. Internships 
related to economics can be done while 
working with a lecturer or professor, or 
even a private sector assisting with research. 
Internships also help develop important job 
skills early, which will prove useful when you 
fi nally graduate and seek employment.

Macroeconomics usually involves analyses in broader 
economic terms such as price infl ation or defl ation, 

national income, level of employment or unemployment, 
economic growth and gross national product (GNP). 

Microeconomics, on the other hand, deals with the 
market behaviour of an individual or nation to analyse 
and understand certain decision-making processes. For 
instance, microeconomics analyses how individuals or 

a country react to sudden price hikes on fuel or certain   
food products.

What Makes Economics Interesting?

On a personal level, studying 
economics equips you for the 
future, giving you the knowledge 
to deal with economic aspects in 
your career, investment decisions 
and retirement. 

Through the understanding 
of a decision-making process, 
economics fundamentally 
broadens a learning process 
that helps increase the level 
of knowledge on economy-
based situations through 
systematically analysing all the 
“whys”, therefore maximising 
one’s economic well-being in 
terms of fi nancial, purchasing, 
employment, production or 
investment decisions. 

Economics also educates 
people on how to make sound 
judgements with limited 
resources, like why a major 
business corporation chooses to 
reduce its employee headcount. 

$ $
$

$ $
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Fun Facts
Despite their eventual 
career choices, these 
famous personalities 

actually have a degree   
in economics:

Mick Jagger, lead singer of the 
English rock band The Rolling Stones. 

Arnold Schwarzenegger is one of 
the most popular action-movie heroes 
of all time. Schwarzenegger also 
served as the Governor of California 
for two terms.

Cate Blanchett, an accomplished 
actress who won two Academy 
Awards, three Screen Actors Guild 
Awards, three Golden Globe Awards 
and three BAFTA Awards and 
appeared in fi lms such as The Lord 
of the Rings, Indiana Jones and the 
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull, The 
Curious Case of Benjamin Button and 
How to Train Your Dragon 2.

Famke Janssen, most known for 
her role as Jean Grey/Phoenix in the 
X-Men series.

Lionel Richie, a singer and songwriter 
who received many awards throughout 
his career, the latest being the 2014 
Black Entertainment Television (BET) 
Lifetime Achievement Award.

Career Prospects as 
an Economist

An economist is not strictly confi ned to 
government sectors; one can also work at 
a business consulting fi rm or a scientifi c or 
technical corporation that deals with numbers, 
research and analyses. No doubt a careers as an 
economist is rich and diverse with various fi elds 
to enter, such as auditing, banking, insurance, 
consultancy, retailing, manufacturing, education, 
trading, entertainment and fi nance.

Among the career options that one could 
explore in the economics fi eld are senior 
analyst, fi nancial analyst, fi nancial advisor, 
accountant, investment advisor, stock broker, 
personal banker, economic/legal/management 
consultant, or even becoming economics 
teachers or lecturers in colleges or universities. 
If one choose to work overseas such as 
in the United States, an economist in the 
corporate sector can expect an annual pay                    
of US$119,053.

Warren Buffett, a business 
magnate, investor and 

philanthropist.

Kofi  Annan, former 
Secretary-General of the 

United Nations.

Former US presidents 
George H. W. Bush and 

Ronald Reagan.

Donald Trump, real estate 
and TV mogul. Also 

known for being the host 
of The Apprentice reality 

game show.

It is also not surprising 
that many world leaders 

studied economics as 
well. Their background in 
the fi eld might have lent 
a hand in their careers.

COURSES & C AREERS
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Some Popular Universities in Asia 
offering Courses in Economics

Yonsei University
World ranking: 106 Asia ranking: 16
Website: www.yonsei.ac.kr
Scholarships (partial list): - EIC Scholarship
    - Cheongpa Scholarship

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
World ranking: 162 Asia ranking:  27
Website: www.polyu.edu.hk
Scholarships (partial list): - Academic Scholarships
    - Non-academic Scholarships (Outside Scholarship)

Tohoku University
World ranking: 71 Asia ranking:  18
Website: www.tohoku.ac.jp
Scholarships (partial list): - Scholarship by Private Foundation
    - Japanese Government (Monbukagakusho) Scholarship

The University Of Hong Kong
World ranking: 28 Asia ranking:  3
Website: www.hku.hk
Scholarships (partial list): - Vietnam Van Thinh Phat Scholarship
    - The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government Scholarship

Peking University
World ranking: 57 Asia ranking:  8
Website: www.pku.edu.cn
Scholarships (partial list): - NTU International Student Scholarship
    - NTU Guidelines For International Graduate Student Scholarship

Tsinghua University
World ranking: 47 Asia ranking:  14
Website: www.tsinghua.edu.cn
Scholarships (partial list): - Chinese Government Scholarship (CGS)
    - Tsinghua University Scholarship (TUS)

Korea Advanced Institute Of Science And Technology (Kaist)
World ranking: 51 Asia ranking:  2
Website: www.kaist.ac.kr
Scholarships (partial list): - Korean Government Scholarship
    - KGSP Graduate Scholarship

Shanghai Jiao Tong University
World ranking: 104 Asia ranking:  28
Website: www.sjtu.edu.cn
Scholarships (partial list): - Chinese Government Special Scholarship
    - Liuyuan-Sheng Yudu Scholarship of SJTU

The University Of Tokyo
World ranking: 31 Asia ranking:  10
Website: www.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Scholarships (partial list): - Yoshida Scholarship Foundation
    -  Panasonic Scholarship Inc.

 The Chinese University Of Hong Kong
World ranking: 46 Asia ranking:  6
Website: www.cuhk.edu.hk
Scholarships (partial list): - Charlis Hong Kong Scholarships
    - The Chan Ho Family Scholarships

Source: QS World University 2014 rankings for Subject: Business & Finance. There is no specifi c ranking for Economics. 
Please visit: www.topuniversities.com for more information.
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Music teachers need to
provide instrumental,
music and vocal training. 
They can either teach 
music in a school, college 
or at work place. Teaching 
music involves giving 
guidance in playing 
musical instruments
and includes instruction
in music theory and the
history of music, as well 
as its methodology, 
terms and how to read 
musical scores.

Becoming A 
Music Teacher

ARTS & CREATIVE

Teaching music: 
How fun is it?
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The nature of a music teacher’s 
work will be different, according to where 
they are based. Not all students’ musical 

knowledge is on the same level, so the music 
teacher should learn to adjust and craft each student’s 

timetable accordingly. Every musical session will last 
from at least 15 minutes to one hour, in which students 

are taught general musical knowledge, ear training, 
instrumental technique, and so on. Music teachers can also 
enroll their students to apply for musical examinations. It 
is also the responsibility of music teachers to convey their 

students’ progress to their parents and arrange extra 
classes if any child is not able to pick up the necessary 

skills within the given time frame. Music teachers 
should be aware of each other’s presence 

in an area and should also have good 
relationships with local schools 

and colleges.

Music 
teachers - 

What they do 
and how they 

do it

It is 
very important for 

music teachers to arrange for 
their students to perform at concerts. 
This will allow them to showcase their

talent. Music teachers should also be aware
of new software tools available for teaching

music, and teach their students about the latest
developments in the music industry and familiarise

them with those software tools. As a music teacher, 
you should also follow any developments in the music 
industry as well. Be interested in the history of music 

and the origins of various musical instruments. If 
you are running music classes, bear in mind that 

you are also running a small business and 
must, therefore, follow the guidelines 

issued by the government for 
running such classes. 

Preparing 
students 

for real-life 
experience

Some of the common
tasks performed by music

teachers include instructing trainees about
various musical instruments, guiding them for

musical competitions and conducting choir rehearsals. 
Certain music teachers are experts in certain forms of music

or a particular musical instrument. The most important trait for a 
music teacher is patience.  If you were to become a music teacher,
you should encourage your students in the art of making music. 

 For this, communication skills are also important. Many job 
opportunities abound at various levels, such as schools and colleges, and 
the entry requirements vary based on the nature of the job. You would be 

required to work 30 to 40 hours per week.
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Minimum requirements 

for teaching music
ents 
c
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A career in teaching music is 
suitable for people who not 
just love music, but also have 
strong knowledge of it and 
are interested to share that 
knowledge. Though anyone with 
musical background can teach 
music with knowledge gleaned 
from private classes, a graduate 
degree in music education is 
crucial for becoming a registered 
and licensed music teacher. 

An undergraduate degree 
programme in music education 
involves courses in music history, 
music theory, music education and 
student teaching awareness. Even 
though an undergraduate course 
is suffi cient for registering and 
obtaining a license for teaching 
music, it is preferable to have a 
graduate degree for a brighter 
career. A graduate degree in 
music education involves courses 
on any specifi c type of music 
such as orchestras, choral music, 
and so on. Some universities 
also offer part-time or distance-
learning music courses. Once you 
graduate, you are offi cially eligible 
to teach music. But you should 
also have the commitment and 
patience as well. 

COURSES & C AREERS

To become a music teacher, the ability to teach music 
is not enough – you must have a strong love of music. 
You should be patient and have good communication 
skills to share your knowledge with others.

You have to be fl exible in taking new 
directions in the lessons, if needed. 
Be willing to learn new things and 
continually enhance your musical skills 
by performing at events or in concerts. 

Skills and traits required

Since you will be spending time with students who 
possess various levels of music knowledge, you should 
have the perseverance, patience and the organisational 
skills to manage them and their parents. 

You should also be friendly and network 
with other music professionals. Understand 
what other musicians are doing and learn 
from them. Music is a tough fi eld and you 
must strive to stand out from the crowd.

Before applying for a 
music degree from any 
recognized university, one 
needs to perform well in 
the audition or any other 
preliminary evaluation; 
experience in playing for 
a private band or choir 
will give you enough 
experience and practice 
to excel.
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You can either start a private music centre, 
or join either a school or a college. There are 
many community centres as well, which you 
can rent for conducting classes. Some music 
teachers also visit the students’ homes and 
teach them music privately. Since you come 
across people of various ages and abilities, 
be prepared with lesson plans for every 
individual. You can also teach music through 
various online freelancing websites.

Music teachers who have solid experience in working in schools and colleges are also 
appointed as heads of the institutions’ music departments. As a next step, you also get the 
opportunity to be an advisory teacher, responsible for overseeing other music teachers in 
schools and colleges. Those who typically employ music teachers include local authorities 
for choirs, orchestras, jazz bands, schools and colleges, arts and cultural centres and 
organisations, privately funded music centres and apartment owners associations. 

Key Facts
According to research 

on how music teachers 
are employed, 11 per 
cent of music teachers 
are employed full-time 

in any educational 
institutions and 9 per 
cent work full-time in 
other organisations. 

Five per cent work part 
time as music teachers, 
while 1 per cent work 

on a contractual 
basis; 0.5% of music 
teachers are seasonal 

trainers and 0.2% 
work both part time 

and full time. They use 
the morning hours 
to work in schools 

and other institutions 
and conduct private 

classes at their homes 
in the evenings and 

weekends. 

Considering the various 
job options available 

to people interested in 
music, taking it up as 
a career will get you 
more fame among 

music lovers. You can 
also feel proud to be 
a part of in creating 
the next generation 
of musicians in your 

country. 

If you join any school or college as a music 
teacher, you have to prepare your students 
for examinations, and maybe set the exam 
questions yourself. You would need to teach 
music to an entire class according to the 
national curriculum. You will need to provide 
assignments to students and track their 
performance. You might also have to organize 
school choirs and bands and manage various 
concerts. When you teach at home or in the 
students’ homes, the teaching time would 
depend on you or the students. But when 
working in a school or college, you would 
need to follow the institution’s timetable. 

Why is music teaching a 
good career?

Once you register with the government as a music teacher, you can enrol 
yourself with many national and international musical bodies. They conduct 
many conferences, concerts and workshops on music-related topics and 
attending these will develop your musical knowledge and affi nity. You can 
also specialise in a particular form of music or musical instrument. Such 
specialisations are very rare and will raise your profi le among other musicians. 
In addition, you can become a part  of an orchestra and direct the team in 
composing and performing on stage. 

Since there is an enormous amount of interest shown towards 
music, the demand for music teachers is on the rise. People wish 
to learn music at any age and are ready to spend money to do 
so. Teachers in schools and colleges can earn extra by conducting 
private music classes. Private music teachers who have more 
experience can command high prices, especially for those who 
run their own training institutes, where they need money for 
maintenance, instrument repairs, insurance, accounting fees, and 
so on. Most often, one becomes a music teacher not only as a 
profession but a way to develop one’s talent in music. 

Workplace flexibility
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Some Popular Universities in Asia             
offering Courses in Music

Wuhan University
BRICs ranking: 33             Asia ranking:  63
Website: www.whu.edu.cn
Scholarships (partial list): - Chinese Government Scholarship-Bilateral Program Scholarship
    - Sino-American Cultural Exchange Scholarship

Hong Kong Baptist University
QS ranking Top 50: 37     Asia ranking:  45 
Website: www.hkbu.edu.hk 
Scholarships (partial list): - ACUCA Graduate Scholarship Programme
    - AIA Foundation Scholarship

University Of Tsukuba
World ranking: 198 Asia ranking:  34
Website: www.tsukuba.ac.jp
Scholarships (partial list):  - Tsukuba Scholarship
     - JASSO Honors Scholarship

The Chinese University Of Hong Kong
World ranking: 46 Asia ranking:  6
Website: www.cuhk.edu.hk
Scholarships (partial list): - Charlis Hong Kong Scholarship
    - The Chan Ho Family Scholarship

Osaka University
World ranking: 55 Asia ranking:  13
Website: www.osaka-u.ac.jp
Scholarships (partial list): - Osaka University General Education Scholarship   
    - Osaka University Foundation for Future Scholarship 

Nankai University
BRICs ranking: 25              Asia ranking:  50
Website: www.nankai.edu.cn 
Scholarships (partial list): - Chinese Government Full Scholarship
    - Nellie Love Butcher Music Scholarship

Seoul National University
World ranking: 31 Asia ranking:  4
Website: www.snu.ac.kr
Scholarships (partial list): - Korean Government Scholarships Program 
    - Overseas Korean Scholarship

Mahidol University
World ranking: 257 Asia ranking:  40
Website: www.mahidol.ac.th 
Scholarships (partial list):  - MUIC Scholarship for Potential Students
     - Scholarship for ASEAN Student

Korea University
World ranking: 116 Asia ranking:  18
Website: www.korea .ac.kr
Scholarships (partial list): - Korean Government Scholarship Program for Undergraduate Students 
    - Art Major Asian (AMA) Scholarship 

City University Of Hong Kong
World ranking: 108 Asia ranking:  11
Website: www.cityu.edu.hk
Scholarships (partial list): - Scholarship in support of Bound Exchange Programme
    - HKSAR Government Scholarship

Source: QS World University 2014 rankings for Subject: Arts & Creative. There is no specifi c 
ranking for Music. Please visit: www.topuniversities.com for more information.
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The diversity of Malaysia makes it a melting pot of culinary 

heritages. The distinctiveness of Malaysian food has given 

an opportunity for Malaysia to become a culinary tourism 

destination in Asia. Taking this into account, Le Cordon 

Bleu views Kuala Lumpur with its vibrant food scene and 

forward-looking cuisine as an important location for its 

newest school. It represents the French “Art de Vivre” in a 

large multicultural city with abundant fresh produce, great 

history and a confi dent future. 

A Worldwide Leader in Gastronomy, Hospitality 
and Management
Le Cordon Bleu is a world renowned network of educational 

institutions dedicated to providing the highest level of 

culinary and hospitality instruction through world class 

programmes through the establishment of Bachelor’s and 

Master’s degrees in business that focus on the demands of 

a growing international hospitality industry. 

Top Reasons to Attend Le Cordon Bleu

• Surround Yourself with Traditions of Excellence
Le Cordon Bleu is considered by many to be the 

world’s premier culinary arts institute. With over 

120 years of teaching experience, Le Cordon Bleu 

network has remained committed to providing a solid 

foundation in best practices in Gastronomy, Hospitality 

and Management. Graduates become part of a great 

tradition of excellence, with credentials that will set 

them apart from the competition in a demanding and 

changing environment.

• Learn from our Distinguished Faculty
Over 80 Le Cordon Bleu chefs from the fi nest kitchens 

and Michelin-starred restaurants pass on their 

knowledge and experience daily to their students. Not 

just instructors, they are mentors providing lifelong 

inspiration and support to graduates. The faculty 

at Le Cordon Bleu includes university professors, 

international personalities and specialists in the tourism 

and hospitality sectors.

• Receive A World Class Education
Le Cordon Bleu also offers the most complete and 

comprehensive training in classic French culinary 

techniques available today, with many hands-on hours in 

teaching kitchens under the guidance of world class chefs.

• Earn a Great Career
Each graduate leaves Le Cordon Bleu with the skills to 

launch an exciting career not only in the world’s leading 

restaurants, hotels or resorts, but also as a journalist, 

author, instructor, consultant or entrepreneur.

• Be A Part of Our Alumni Network
Le Cordon Bleu programmes start students on a journey 

that inspires excellence, creativity, innovation and personal 

enrichment allowing them to embark on to successful 

careers or personal pursuits. Over the past 100 years, 

Le Cordon Bleu has produced many famous graduates, 

including Dione Lucas, Julia Child, Nancy Silverton, 

Nathalie Dupree, Eric and Bruce Bromberg, Allen Susser, 

James Peterson, Lydia Shire, Giada De Laurentiis, Gaston 

Acurio and Ming Tsai just to name a few.

• Meets the Needs of Tomorrow’s Culinary and 
Hospitality Industry
Le Cordon Bleu courses are up-to-date and industry 

relevant. With innovation and new technologies, Le Cordon 

Bleu continually adapts its academic programmes to the 

future needs of culinary, tourism and hospitality industries.

A d v e r t o r i a l

LE CORDON BLEU 
Professional Culinary Programmes    

In Malaysia At Sunway

Le Cordon Bleu Malaysia is pleased to announce our 
Scholarships for 2014-2015. 

The aim of the Le Cordon Bleu Scholarship scheme is to 
fi nd passionate and motivated, talented individual for a 
life-changing opportunity. To fi nd out more, or to apply 
please visit www.lecordonbleu.com.my

Sunway University
No. 5 Jalan Universiti, Bandar Sunway, Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor Darul Ehsan, 46150, Malaysia 

Telephone: +603 5632 1188  •  malaysia@cordonbleu.edu
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HELP University has become 

synonymous with Psychology in 

Malaysia. With over 1,300 students 

and 60 Faculty members, HELP has 

the largest psychology programme in 

Malaysia and one of the largest in South 

East Asia.

The HELP psychology program 

is noted worldwide for producing 

graduates that have a high level of 

research competence and the ability to 

apply psychology in a large variety of 

settings including business consulting, 

community development, education 

and talent development. For the last 

20 years, HELP has attracted the top 

psychology students from all over 

Malaysia and the region to its campus in 

Damansara Heights, Kuala Lumpur, and 

is credited for spearheading the growth 

of psychology in this country.

Worldwide Recognition
The HELP Psychology degree programme 

is unique in that it offers complete 

fl exibility for students to either complete 

their degrees in Malaysia or to transfer 

overseas to complete their studies. 

The most popular option for students 

is to complete the 3-year Bachelor of 

Psychology  Honours Degree at HELP 

and then continue their studies overseas. 

Currently there are over 150 HELP 

Psychology graduates pursuing PhDs 

and Masters programs in the US, UK, 

Australia and New Zealand, including in 

top universities like Cambridge University, 

University College London, LSE, 

University of Chicago, Otago University 

and Australian National University.

HELP students are also able to 

transfer credits to one of the many 

partner universities around the 

world including Cardiff University, 

Sheffi eld University, Otago University, 

Australian National University, and the 

University of Queensland.   

HELP also offers a joint degree with 

Flinders University, Australia, which 

can be completed in Malaysia and is 

a springboard for students to continue 

their PhDs and Masters in any 

Australian university.

Links with Top Organizations
With a long tradition of excellence and 

a strong brand name in psychology, 

HELP Psychology graduates have 

been employed by top global 

organizations including Accenture, 

Shell, General Electric, Boston 

Consulting, Petronas and UNICEF. 

Currently over 300 organizations have 

internship arrangements with the HELP 

psychology department. 

To help prepare students for their 

careers, the psychology program 

offers compulsory career guidance 

modules in year 1, 2 and 3 of their 

studies. In these modules, students 

are led through a process of self 

discovery, career exploration and 

career preparation. The goal of the 

department is for all students to secure 

jobs in the area of their choice and 

currently all graduates boast a 100% 

employment rate, eight months after 

their graduation. 

World Class Lecturers
Currently with over 35 academic staff, 

the Psychology department continues 

to attract experts from around the 

world. This year, new additions to the 

team include Dr Grainne Kirwan, a cyber 

psychologist from Ireland, Dr Gentaro 

Shishimi, a cognitive psychologist 

from Japan, and Dr Cameron Teoh, a 

Malaysian who completed a PhD from 

New Zealand in Human Factors and 

Ergonomics. Headed by the Dean Dr 

Goh Chee Leong, who is the President 

of the ASEAN Union of Psychological 

Societies, the psychology team at 

HELP has specialists in all the major 

areas of psychology including clinical 

psychology, organizational and work 

psychology, cognitive psychology, child 

psychology, educational psychology, 

counseling, ergonomics, forensic 

psychology, social psychology, and 

music therapy. 

A Full Student Experience
The HELP Psychology department has 

a rich and vibrant student activities 

scene with over 25 psychology student 

clubs including a child psychology 

club, an educational psychology 

club and a psychology fi lm society. It 

even hosts its own weekly online TV 

channel, aptly named, PsycTV and has 

a monthly student newspaper titled the 

Psych Gazette.

HELP also has the distinction of being 

the fi rst University in Asia to have a Psi 

Chi Society, which is an American based 

honors society for psychology students. 

Masters Programs
The department also offers 4 masters 

programs. A masters in clinical 

psychology which is a full time program 

and masters programs in counseling, 

managerial psychology and coaching, 

all of which can be taken part time by 

working adults.

HELP University 
Psychology Program
Experience A Great 
Career in Psychology

For more information on these programs, 
you can call the HELP Department of 
Psychology at 03-27112000, or email 
Dean Dr Goh Chee Leong at gohcl@
help.edu.my, or visit our university 
website at www.help.edu.my

A d v e r t o r i a l

 Students developed an educational psychology game

Students attending a psychology lecture
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Psychologist vs 
Psychiatrist
General ideas

In relation to the many branches 
in psychology, confusion often 
arises between the two most 
popular careers: psychologist 

and psychiatrist. Psychology is a 
branch of science related to the 
study of the human mind and 
its functions. Thus, the nervous 
system and structure of brain 

are included, in addition to the 
study of mental characteristics 

of humans.

Psychologist VS Psychiatrist 
What is the difference?

Psychologist is a general 
term used by laymen. 
In actual fact, it can be 
generally categorised 
into two types: research 
and clinical psychologists. 
Research psychologists 
are involved in the study 
of human behaviours, 
including human growth 
and the huge change in 
emotions of people as 
they age. Psychologists 
also carry out hands-on 
experiments regularly, 
including surveys, polls 
and brain wave analyses. 
They are responsible for 
observing and studying 
human behaviours 
that vary according to 
many factors like age, 
environment and gender. 

Experimental psychology 
is the branch that 
implements the technique 
to analyse data. Research 
psychologists are in 
demand by human 
resource departments 
in many companies 
as they are given the 
task of recruiting new 
employees. By using  their 
expertise in identifying 
the characteristics of the 
candidates and resolving 
work-relationship confl icts, 
the company will be able 
to attain success.

Clinical psychologists are 
more common in Malaysia 
compared to research 
psychologists. The former 
are the ones who give 
counselling. Their job is 
to evaluate, diagnose, 
treat and study behaviour 
and mental processes. 
Statistically speaking, many 
of them are self-employed, 
while others work in private 
and public hospitals. 

A false perception about 
seeking treatment from 
psychologists indicates 
insanity is rooted in the 
norms of society. As the 
world progresses, bundles 
and bundles of stress are 
built up, prompting us to 
seek therapy. What we 
eventually need is probably 
just someone we can 
confi de in without facing 
the risk of being sacked. 

Clinical psychologists 
work very closely with 
a psychiatrist. The main 
difference between 
a psychologist and a 
psychiatrist is that the 
former is not a medical 
doctor. 

A psychologist can be 
addressed as a doctor only 
if he holds a doctorate 
degree (PhD) whereas a 
psychiatrist is an offi cial 

doctor because he is a 
MD (Medical Doctor). 
A psychologist and 
psychiatrist have different 
roles and tasks, yet both 
strive to provide a solution 
to the patient’s mental 
state. They work as a team 
to achieve the goal via a 
series of procedures. 

The patient is fi rst directed 
to a psychologist for a 
consultation about his 
problems. A thorough 
analysis will then determine 
the mental state of the 
patient. If psychiatric 
symptoms are found, 
the patient will be sent 
to a psychiatrist where 
extensive physical tests are 
carried out. The psychiatrist 
would then prescribe the 
necessary medications. 

This shows exactly how 
different they are, despite 
the fact that both are 
experts in psychology, 
yet they provide 
psychotherapy in different 
ways. A psychologist cares 
more about the patients’ 
emotions, thoughts and 
feelings, i.e., their mental 
health, unlike a psychiatrist 
who is more focused on 
the patients’ well-being, 
especially mental disorders 
related to chemical 
imbalances in the body.

What is 
psychology?
Although founded 
in the 18th century, 
psychology is still 

relatively new to most 
of us, compared to 

engineering, fi nance 
and banking. Not 
many people have 

actually grasped the 
concepts of it; neither 

do they have the 
slightest idea what it 
is about. Hence, not 
many would venture 

into psychology. 

Job Descriptions

EXCLUSIVE FEATURE
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Annual Salary
Depending on the specialisation and expertise, the annual salary of a 
psychologist can vary. The average pay of a psychologist can be from US$40,000 
to US$90,000 per year. For psychiatrists, the salary is a lot higher than 
psychologists because the former are actually medical doctors. So, you can 
expect an annual salary of more than US$100,000. These are only estimates as 
the rates also depend on working experience.

Challenges encountered
Psychologists are undoubtedly 
helping emotionally vulnerable 
patients but doing this on a daily 
basis can be extremely exhausting; 
the amount of time spent on 
consultations can be quite 
lengthy, not to mention the heavy 
burden of patient confi dentiality 
and their woes. So, it’s vital that 
psychologists manage their stress 
levels properly. As a matter of 
fact, psychologists do not have 
much free time, despite having 
regular working hours. They 
need to answer their clients’ calls 
whenever there are anxiety attacks 
or anything that warrants an 
immediate response.  

Not being able to use all the 
accumulative medical knowledge 
learnt is the biggest challenge that 
a psychiatrist would encounter. 
It’s true that psychiatrists are more 
similar to physicians but they use 
much less medical knowledge 
compared to other medical 
practitioners. As psychology is a 
subjective fi eld, patients from other 
departments are directed to the 
psychiatry department for absurd 
reasons. For example, psychiatrists 
fi nd it very frustrating to deal with 
the incorrect categorisation of 
patients; a patient with paranoia, 
for instance, might also have other 
underlying mental issues that make 
him more of a concern than others 
who are merely paranoid.

Obtaining the 
qualifications 

Upon 
graduation from a 

pre-university programme, 
you would have to go through an 

undergraduate study in psychology in 
a university. After that, you would then 

be addressed as a therapist and counsellor. 
This usually takes three to four years. A 

Master’s degree that takes about two years 
to obtain is then needed, where you would 

be offered a wide range of options to 
specialise in, such as clinical, forensic, 

or research psychology, depending 
on the university’s availability. 

There 
are three types of 

doctorate degree options in 
psychology: PhD, Psy.D and Ed.D.  

PhD is offered to research psychologists, 
Psy.D is for psychologists who provide mental 
health services, and Ed.D is for psychologists 

who want to be lecturers in the future. However, 
in Southeast Asia, having a PhD in Psychology 

grants the individual the eligibility to do research, 
give therapy and educate the youngsters. PhD 
is the highest qualifi cation one can ever get 

in education, thus it is not astonishing 
that it would usually take up to fi ve to 

seven years of study. By then, you 
would then be addressed as a 

legitimate psychologist.

There’s 
a reason why the 

salary of a psychiatrist 
is much higher than a 

psychologist. After pre-university 
programme, you have to undergo 

Bachelor of Medicine which normally 
takes fi ve years. It is then followed by 
three to four years of housemanship 
(residency) in psychiatry department 

in a hospital. You are required 
to pass certain exams to be 

a qualifi ed medical 
doctor. 

Alternatively, 
you can opt for 

a Master of Medicine in 
Psychiatry which is relatively 
more common in Southeast 

Asia after completing a three-year 
residency. Additional exams are required 

to become a licensed psychiatrist. 
Psychiatrists work in clinics or hospitals 
as they are qualifi ed medical doctors 

who have been professionally 
trained to treat patients with 

mental sicknesses and 
disorders.

Although psychology is a branch of science; most universities accept both art 
and science streams students for a Bachelor in Psychology. But to become a 

psychiatrist, you must have a strong and solid foundation in science as you will be 
actually studying a degree in medicine.

Residency 
is also known 

as housemanship 
in Asia. It is a term 

used to describe the 
internship before one 

can be a qualifi ed 
doctor.
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A job before graduation!
Most universities provide career 
services to guide you in getting a 
job before graduation. Doing an 
internship before graduation is not 
common in the fi eld of psychology 
but it is advisable that students 
involve themselves in community 
service as counsellors to contribute 
to society. We understand that 
parents might be worried about 
the job prospects the fi eld offers. 
However, in Asia, psychology is 
expanding rapidly with its popularity 
and demand for professionals and it 
is predicted to further develop into a 
more successful fi eld.

Applications of Psychology in life
• We tend to buy junk food with appealing 

packaging. This is because we are easily 
swayed by advertising when shopping, 
where we judge heavily on the item’s 
packaging instead of the item itself. 
Hence, manufacturers make 
sure the packaging gives out 
a positive vibe to attract 
consumers.

• Colours are associated with 
the theme of the product. 
Skype, for instance, uses 
blue as their primary colour 
to display a relaxed aura 
to fi t its strap line of easy 
communication. Same goes         
for Twitter. Red is used by almost 
all fast-food franchises as it is scientifi cally 
proven that bright colours stimulate                  
our appetites. 

• Posting calorie charts in fast-food restaurants leads 
people to choose less healthy food.

• A small amount of stress helps you 
to remember things better but a large amount       
hinders your memory.

• Men say approximately 12,500 words per    
day whereas women say 22,000.

• Lack of sleep leads to sugar cravings!
• Inability to understand sarcasm             

can be an early warning sign of a     
brain disease!

• The time we spend dreaming helps       
us overcome painful experiences!

How determined 
are you?

It all comes down to 
one vital question: 

are you interested in 
psychology? Enthusiasm 
and passion are always 

essential in the process of 
learning. Some reading 
and research online are 
helpful for you to fi nd 
out what psychology is 
about. Think before you 
leap. It’s also completely 
understandable to fi nd 
some of the subjects 
boring but that does 

not mean you will lose 
interest in psychology! 

Did you know?
# Sigmund Freud is the 
father of psychoanalysis. 

# Lindsay Lohan once had 
psychological problems. 

# A psychiatrist is known 
as a shrink because it 
reduces the size of the                        

swollen egos.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURE
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Some Popular Universities in Asia      
offering Courses in Psychology

Kyoto University
World ranking: 36 Asia ranking: 12
Website: www.kyoto-u.ac.jp
Scholarships (partial list): - Japanese Government Scholarship
    - Foreign Government Scholarship 

National Taiwan University
World ranking: 76 Asia ranking: 21
Website: www.ntu.edu.tw
Scholarships (partial list): - Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOE) Scholarships
    - Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) Scholarships

National Cheng Kung University
World ranking: 232 Asia ranking: 36
Website: www.ncku.edu.tw
Scholarships (partial list): - Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOE) Scholarships
    - Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) Scholarships

Osaka University
World ranking: 55 Asia ranking: 13
Website: www.osaka-u.ac.jp
Scholarships (partial list): - Japanese Government Scholarship
    - Privately-Funded International Students

The University of Hong Kong
World ranking: 28 Asia ranking: 3
Website: www.hku.hk
Scholarships (partial list): - Beta Gamma Sigma Scholarship
    - Eliot Hall Memorial Scholarship

Peking University
World ranking: 57 Asia ranking: 8
Website: www.english.pku.edu.cn
Scholarships (partial list): - Peking University Academic Excellence Scholarship
    - Chinese Government Scholarships

Korea University
World ranking: 116 Asia ranking: 18
Website: www.korea.ac.kr
Scholarships (partial list): - Scholarship from the Korean Government
    - Korean Government Scholarship Program for Undergraduate Students

National University of Singapore
World ranking: 22 Asia ranking: 1
Website: www.nus.edu.sg
Scholarships (partial list): - ASEAN Undergraduate Scholarship (AUS)
    - KUOK Foundation Undergraduate Awards

The University of Tokyo
World ranking: 31 Asia ranking: 10
Website: www.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Scholarships (partial list): - The University of Tokyo Special Scholarship for International Students
    - Japanese Government Scholarship

Seoul National University
World ranking: 31 Asia ranking: 4
Website: www.useoul.edu
Scholarships (partial list): - Korean Government Scholarship Program (KGSP)
    - Overseas Koreans Scholarship

Source: QS World University 2014 rankings for Psychology. Please visit: www.topuniversities.com
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The 
Makings 
of a 
Registered 
Dietician 
and
Nutritionist

Do you consider yourself knowledgeable in nutrition and dietary patterns? 
Passionate about health and food intake? Or have you an unquenchable thirst for 
knowing about these things?

Then you can consider an exciting future in dietetics and nutrition.

But you’ll need more than just the knowledge. You must also:

“Thousands upon thousands 
of people have studied 

disease. Almost no one has 
studied health.” 

– Adelle Davis, American 
nutritionist andwriter

• Be able to take risks and be straight forward with people; 
as a nutritionist as you cannot sugarcoat problems — let 
people know straight-up and explain things professionally 
and decisively.

• Be spontaneous – able to improvise on the spot and be 
level-headed in conveying your knowledge of nutrition. 

• Be able to get your priorities straight and stay organised, 
calm and cool through any situation. 

What a Registered Dietician 
or Nutritionist Does 
A registered dietician or 
nutritionist translates the science 
of nutrition into practical and 
implementable solutions for their 
clients, families or the wider 
community.

A nutritionist has a passion for food 
and the science behind it, and works 
to alleviate orprevent illnesses by 
recommending diets or discouraging 
the intake of certain foods that may 
encourage medical ailments such as 
obesity, diabetes and hypertension. 
They may even cater to people who 
simply want to lose weight or eat 
clean to prevent certainmedical 
conditions in the future. A 
nutritionist, therefore,strives to 
promote healthy eating habits. To 
put it simply, registered dietician/ 
nutritionists translate the science 
of nutrition into practical and 
implementable solutions for their 
clients, families or the wider 
community. 

EXCLUSIVE FEATURE
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Before you determine which 
Bachelor’s degree to aim for, you 
must know the professions you want 
as “nutritionist”is a big title: there 
are many types of those and many 
career branches that emerge from 
nutrition and dietetics. 

Individuals can be a clinical dietician, 
consultant dietician, management 
dietician, community dietitian, a 
nurse, health educator, a home-care 
attendant, a food service manager, a 
food science researcher, a paediatric 
dietician, a pharmaceutical sales 
rep or even a chef with a Bachelor’s 
degree in dietetics or nutrition. They 
can even work in the public relations, 
consumer affairs or marketing sector 
in major food companies and major 
restaurant and supermarket chains.

With a Master’s or doctoral degree 
in nutrition, individuals may fi nd 
themselves in research positions in 
associations with government entities 
or NGOs, or may even conduct self 
employed research in nutrition. With 
a PhD in nutrition, individuals can 
perhaps teach doctoral students in a 
university or to counsel private clients. 
They can also venture deeper into 
nutritional research.

You need a Bachelor’s degree with a major in either Dietetics, Food and 
Nutrition; Sports Science; of Food Service Systems Management or a related 
subject. Courses in the sciences – which are also core course requirements 
– like biology, microbiology, mathematics, statistics, chemistry, biochemistry, 
psychology and sociology are also highly recommended. You may begin with 
a foundation course in nutrition, an American high school diploma or any 
suitable pre-university programme. 

Taking a foundation course instead of a high school diploma will allow you 
to focus more on learning about nutrition and less about other subjects, such 
as English or economics. You should only take the foundation course if you 
are absolutely sure of this career path, as this limits your career options more 
than taking a high school diploma.

Many pre-university colleges offer foundation courses in nutrition and 
dietetics. After that, you can apply for an undergraduate degree programme 
at a university which offers it. After that, depending on yourchosen career, 
you can study further to obtain a Master’s degree or a PhD in nutrition.

The path towards becoming a registered nutritionist, however, 
differs from one country to another. In some places like the 
US, an individual has to complete 960 hours of a postgraduate 
degree after completing the Bachelor’s degree internship, 
which may consist of supervised practice at a healthcare facility, 
community agency or food service corporations. You must past 
a nationalised registration examination for dieticians. 

Becoming a Nutritionist

A Day in the Life 
of a Nutritionist

Community Dietician:  
• Works with individuals and 

small groups in outpatient 
nutrition counselling; 

• Does presentations and 
workshops for groups and 
schools; and

• Works on policy development, 
namely healthy food policies or 
cleanliness infood preparation.

Dietician Nutritionist: 
• Assesses a client’s nutritional 

needs, developsmeal plans and 
tracks their progress; 

• May spend time in the 
educational sector such as 
advising on public policy issues 
regarding nutrition, such 
as food labelling and food 
fortifi cation; and

Career Options

• May educate individuals or 
large groups in organisations 
and in schools.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURE
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Some Popular Universities around the World 
Offering Courses in Dietetics and Nutrition

Wageningen University (Netherlands)
World ranking: 150
Website: www.wageningenur.nl/en/wageningen-university.htm
Scholarships (partial list): - NFP Fellowships
    - ITTO Fellowship Programme
    - IEFA International Education Financial Award

Deakin University (Australia)
World ranking: 380
Website: www.deakin.edu.au
Scholarships (partial list): - Deakin University International Scholarship Program (DUISP)

University of Porto (Portugal)
World ranking: 343
Website: sigarra.up.pt/up/en
Scholarships (partial list): - Scholarship for Science& Technology (PhD program)

McGill University (Canada)
World ranking: 21
Website: www.mcgill.ca
Scholarships (partial list): - Faculty-specifi c Entrance Scholarship

Newcastle University (United Kingdom)
World ranking: 129
Website: www.ncl.ac.uk
Scholarships (partial list): - Newcastle University International Postgraduate Scholarship
    - Newcastle University International Overseas Research Scholarship

Taipei Medical University (Taiwan)
World ranking: 363
Website: www.tmu.edu.tw/english/main.php
Scholarships (partial list): - Ministry of Education (MOE) Taiwan Scholarship
    - Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) Taiwan Scholarship
    - Taiwan ICDF Scholarship Program

Hong Kong University of Science & Technology
World ranking: 5
Website: www.ust.hk
Scholarships (partial list): - University Entrance Scholarship for IB Diploma Holders
    - Scholarship Scheme for International/Asian Olympiad Medalist
    - University Entrance Scholarship for Non-local Students

McMaster University (Canada)
World ranking: 140
Website: www.mcmaster.ca
Scholarships (partial list): - Entrance Awards
    - Undergraduate Awards
    - Part-time Study Awards
    - School of Graduate Studies Awards

Shandong University (China)
World ranking: 55
Website: en.sdu.edu.cn
Scholarships (partial list): - International Student Scholarship

Source: QS World University rankings by Subject (Science) 2014. There are no specifi c rankings for Dietetics and Nutrition. 
For more information, visit www.topuniversities.com.
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The Online 
Gaming Landscape

For the 
Love of the 

Game

The platform
The current world population stands at 7.1 billion, of which, an astounding 1.2 billion has played online games by the 
end of 2013. That’s a staggering one seventh of the world population. Of those 1.2 billion, 700 million – which is 58 
percent – play online games.

Online gaming is where people worldwide play games over a network, typically the Internet. A wide array of games 
are available: digital versions of the classic board games; massively multiplayer online role playing games (MMORPGs), 
where you play a specifi c character like a magician or warrior and compete against or cooperate with others in various 
quests; and fi rst-person-shooter games.

A long list of platforms, including your everyday web browser and Android- and iOS-based smartphones, can be used 
to access various online games. This makes the online gaming experience portable and accessible on any mobile device. 
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Q. What was the fi rst video game?
A. Tennis for Two, invented in 
1958 by American Physicist William 
Higinbotham, was the fi rst video game. 
This game was actually played on an 
oscilloscope, a device used to observe 
changes in an electric signal. It is 
defi nitely worth Googling the game to 
fi nd out more in detail.

1st January 1936 - First Television
Images were aired from the fi rst television in 1925. However, the TV had to 
be cranked to start, just like the fi rst car. The TV that was invented in 1936 
was fully electronic and adopted by the British Broadcasting Corporation 
(BBC). From this date, the electronic screen became a popular interface for 
visual broadcasts, including text and images from the Internet.

8th January 1969 - First step into the Internet (ARPANET)
Commissioned by the US Department of Defence, a few leading 
universities launched a project where they attempted to send packets 
of data to themselves. A huge fi le, like a song, a movie or a document, 
is divided into small chunks of data called “packets”. These packets are 
transferred over a network from the source to the other side where they 
are combined again to recreate the original fi le. The project was a huge 
success and was basically the initial form of the Internet we know today.

1st January 1989 - First laptop released
The history of laptops goes as far back as the 1970s when ten prototypes 
of the fi rst portable computer, the Xerox NoteTaker, were produced 
in 1976. Subsequently, the fi rst mass-produced microprocessor-based 
portable computer was released in 1981. Most people in the industry, 
however, believe the NEC UltraLite, launched in mid-1989, was the fi rst 
notebook computer. Weighing just over 2kg, it was truly portable.

4th October 1957 - First satellite launched into space
The fi rst satellite, Sputnik, was sent into space and transmitted 

information via radio signals to Soviet scientists for three weeks. 
Sputnik 2 was launched in 1957 with a dog called “Laika” on board. 
Both satellites signifi ed the start of the information age, leading to a 
standard protocol to transmit radio signals securely and became the 

basis for the Internet today. 

April 1964 - First personal computer released
The Programma 101, considered by many as the world’s fi rst 

personal computer, was released. These computers had no screens 
and operated on less than 32 instructions and were mainly used for 

calculations. However, from 1977 to 2014 (that’s 37 years),things 
have changed so much. 

1991 - The release of the WWW 
In 1991, Tim Berners-Lee, launched the World Wide Web (WWW). 

Technically, the Internet and the WWW aren’t the same thing. This is 
a very common misconception, but the fact is that the Internet is a 
network. It links millions of computers and other electronic devices 

together and the WWW is a service that runs on top of it. Websites 
reside on the WWW, which operates on the Internet. Think of it like 

this: Your computer is like the Internet, the physical device. Your 
operating system: Windows, Mac or Linux, is the WWW, which enables 

everything else. Finally, your software: your calculator, word processor 
or video game, is like a website.

The inventions above form the foundations of the online gaming world. If not for 
these and other discoveries, we would not be playing high-end 3D games today.

But how did we get here?
Down memory lane 

Now, that you had a glimpse into the 
brief history of televisions, computers 
and the Internet, it’s time to explore the 
origins of video games.

Looking back at where it all started, 
people may have not imagined 

today’s high-end games being played 
on computers. The ARPANET, the 

origin of the Internet, was a military 
project to fi nd effective methods of 
communication. Computers were 
originally developed and used for 

calculations. Mobile phones were used 
to make phone calls. 

Do you belong to at least one social 
network? Do you check it every day? 
May be even a few times a day? How 
many of you have tried out an online 

game? How many of you haven’t 
heard of Temple Run or Angry Birds? 

Amazing, isn’t it, how the way people 
think has changed dramatically, within a 

few decades?

Q. What was the fi rst online game?
A. Multi-user dungeon (MUD) was 
the fi rst multiplayer game launched 
on the Internet. No fl ashy games with 
lots of interactivity and sound effects 
here; these MUDs were actually text-
basedand looked like online chatrooms!

EXCLUSIVE FEATURE
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Is the pay good?
Starting salaries for artists and programmers are usually around 
US$40,000 a year. Experienced and skilled designers, head 
programmers and producers can earn between US$45,000 
and US$80,000. Many companies also offer bonuses and share 
schemes for successfully completing projects.

Hopefully by now, you have a clear idea about what online gaming 
is and, maybe, are considering joining the growing community of 
online game developers. If that’s the case, good luck!

So if we got involved with the online gaming 
industry, what’s in it for us?

The online gaming industry
Basic understanding of the gaming industry
Many of you are sure to have seen an online 
game. But how do those characters or objects 
actually move when you press a button or tilt 
your screen? 

Online games are far more complex than 
traditional console-based video games because 
the former works on multiple platforms: 
Android, Apple iOS, Windows Mobile and even 
your computer’s web browser. You play the 
game on your phone, then continue playing via 
your computer browser later and, guess what, 
your high scores are all updated! Ever wonder 
how it works? Now think about multiplayer 
games, where you make a move and the other 
person responds in real time. Your game is 
interfaced not only on multiple platforms, but 
also with people playing on their own devices, 
on different platforms. You could easily be 
playing a multiplayer game on your laptop and 
your opponent(s) on a mobile phone!  

Interested in becoming a developer yourself?
You need to be creative, imaginative and original, enjoy IT and 
playing computer games, be knowledgeable in a number of software 
packages, understand the market and target audience for computer 
games, and have good problem-solving skills. 

The beginnings of an online game
Most games are born when game designers 
work hand in hand with writers. What is your 
game going to be all about? What kind of a 
game is it? Is it based on a story where each 
level would reveal more information to fi gure 
out or would it test the strategically thinking 
of the players? What would the characters be 
like? The designers and writers would fi gure it 
all out,with effective storyboarding and scripts.

After that, the programmer, visual artist and 
sound engineer/audio artist come into the 
picture. While the programmer would essentially 
be doing all the coding, the visual artist would 
work on the animations. Converting the 
designer’s original diagrams or hand-drawn 
sketches into computer graphic images is the 
work of the visual artist. The sounds engineer or 
audio artist would be in charge of choosing and 
maybe even creating the proper sound effects. 
They would then have to integrate the three: 
the code with the relevant graphics with the 
matching sound effects. 

At the end of it, we have the businessman, 
and the manager, who market and sell 
the product. Their job is to understand 
the product, identify those who would be 
interested in it, and sell it effectively. 

You should probably sharpen the following skills as well:
• Computer science or software engineering
• Animation, graphic design, fi ne art or illustration
• Interactive media
• Maths or physics
• Multimedia and computer games design
• Another option is to start working in the games industry as a quality 

assurance (QA) tester. You do not need a degree, but you must have 
plenty of experience in game-playing, and an excellent knowledge 
of game platforms (e.g., PC, console, mobile and online), genres and 
styles. Some basic programming skills may also be useful. 

• Employers will want to see proof of your talent and creativity when 
you are looking for work. You will need to show examples of what 
you can do, which could include completed game projects, ideas for 
games or a DVD or online portfolio of your artwork or animation.

You can also show your commitment to the industry by:
• Going to games festivals and events to speak to companies
• Designing your own (micro) games and releasing them on gaming 

websites and forums
• Keep yourself up to date through gaming magazines and websites.

And then?
Once you start work, you would usually continue to learn on the 
job from experienced staff. You would start at junior level, with a 
senior designer, artist or programmer directing or supervising your 
work. You should keep up to date with industry developments 
throughout your career. It would also be useful to learn more 
software and programming skills that are relevant to your job.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURE
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Some Popular Universities in Asia       
offering Courses in Online Gaming

The University Of Queensland
World ranking: 43
Website: www.uq.edu.au
Scholarships (partial list): - Indigenous Commonwealth Scholarship (ICS)
    - Evans family Scholarship

The University Of Adelaide
World ranking: 100
Website: www.adelaide.edu.au
Scholarships (partial list): - Sydney Achievers International Scholarship
    - La Trobe Academic Excellence Scholarship

Korea Advanced Institute Of Science And Technology (Kaist)
World ranking: 51 Asia ranking:  2
Website: www.kaist.ac.kr
Scholarships (partial list): - Korean Government Scholarship 
    - KGSP Graduate Scholarship

Yale University
World ranking: 10
Website: www.yale.edu
Scholarships (partial list): - John Badham Scholarship
    - Nicholas G. Ciriello Family Scholarship

The Australian National University
World ranking: 25
Website: www.anu.edu.au
Scholarships (partial list): - ANU International University Scholarship
    - Ruth Pfanner Commencement Scholarship

Tokyo Institute Of Technology
World ranking: 68 Asia ranking:  15
Website: www.titech.ac.jp
Scholarships (partial list): - Japanese Government (MEXT) Scholarship
    - Privately-funded Scholarship

Princeton University
World ranking: 9
Website: www.princeton.edu
Scholarships (partial list): - Endowed Undergraduate Scholarship
    - University and Endowed Fellowship

Yonsei University
World ranking: 106  Asia ranking: 16
Website: www.yonsei.ac.kr
Scholarships (partial list): - EIC Scholarship
    - Cheongpa Scholarship

Seoul National University
World ranking: 31 Asia ranking:  4
Website: www.snu.ac.kr
Scholarships (partial list): - Korean Government Scholarships Program 
    - Overseas Korean Scholarship

National University Of Singapore
World ranking: 22 Asia ranking:  1
Website: www.nus.edu.sg
Scholarships (partial list): - ASEAN Undergraduate Scholarship (AUS)
    - Science & Technology Undergraduate Scholarship

Source: QS World University 2014 rankings for Subject: Multimedia, Information System. There is no specifi c 
ranking for Online Gaming. Please visit: www.topuniversities.com for more information.
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Taking 
Advantage 
of the 
Boom

Medical 
Tourism
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What is Medical Tourism?
Medical tourism (also known as health 
tourism or medical travel) is where you 
travel to another country to receive 
medical, dental or cosmetic care. People 
might choose to seek treatment abroad 
because of better-quality medical care 
and availability of modern medical 
technology in those countries, plus the 
benefi t of staying over for a vacation 
after recovery.

The History of Medical 
Tourism
Medical tourism has a long history. 
Thousands of years ago, Greek 
pilgrims travelled from all over the 
Mediterranean to a small territory in the 
Saronic Gulf called Epidauria. Known 
as the sanctuary of Asklepios, the god 
of healing, Epidauria became the fi rst 
medical tourism destination. Another 
early form of medical tourism came 
from the 18th and 19th century where 
Americans and Europeans travel to spas 
and sanitariums to treat diseases such 
as tuberculosis, gout and bronchitis.

Medical Tourism Today
Today, medical tourism involves patients 
from developed countries such as the 
US and the UK going to Brazil, India, 
Thailand and Singapore to seek medical 
treatment. Among some of these 
include complicated surgeries such as 
heart surgery, cosmetic surgery and (hip 
or knee) joint replacement.

In the past, the US was often referred 
as the best medical care provider in the 
world. However, the Center for Disease 
Control (CDC) has recorded that an 
estimated 750,000 Americans travel 
overseas to seek medical treatments 
annually. Rising costs of healthcare 
products and services have forced 
patients to obtain more affordable 
treatments elsewhere. For instance, 
Thailand became a destination for sex-
change operations that cost as low as 
US$5,000. 

The Importance of Medical 
Tourism
With the emergence of globalisation in 
today’s competitive healthcare markets, 
medical tourism is now becoming a 
rising trend. Cost is always the number 
one motivating factor, but there are 
others as well. For instance, patients 
are not only getting cheaper medical 
treatment but also the benefi ts of 
visiting and getting to know another 
country.

According to Patients Beyond Borders, 
a publisher of international medical 
travel guidebooks, the medical tourism 
industry has reached an estimated 
worth of about US$40 billion a year, 
with around 7 million travelling 
patients. Malaysia was listed as having 
the third-best and most affordable 
healthcare in the world, behind 
Uruguay and France, in US publishing 
group International Living’s annual 
Global Retirement Index (early 2014).

The Emergence of Beauty 
Tourism
The beauty industry, specifi cally the 
cosmetic and plastic surgery industry, 
has grown rapidly in the medical 
tourism market over the years as many 
patients travel to countries that offer 
reasonably priced surgical and non-
surgical procedures such as anti-ageing 
skincare products, Botox injections and 
liposuction.

For instance, in 2013, the Czech 
Republic recorded a whopping 304 per 
cent increase in inquiries from Britons 
for nose jobs where a typical procedure 
costs only £847 (US$1,424.60), 
compared to the more expensive 
£3,557 (US$5,982.64) ones in the UK. 
Even in India, a breast augmentation 
procedure costs as low as US$2,200 
whereas such surgeries in the US 
typically go for US$6,000. South Korea, 
on the other hand, has become a top 
destination for plastic surgery as many 
Koreans, especially those in showbiz, 
scramble to perfect their looks. 
According to statistics shown 
by the Korea Health Industry 
Development Institute (KHIDI), 
more than 7.5 million patients 
annually opt to go under the 
knife for aesthetic reasons in 
South Korea.
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Career Opportunities in 
Medical Tourism
In 2012 alone, the value of the global 
medical tourism market has already 
reached a staggering US$10.5 billion 
and is expected to reach US$32.5 
billion by 2019. With such a demand, 
it is inevitable that more career 
opportunities for doctors, nurses and 
physician’s assistants will emerge at 
hospitals or healthcare facilities. Other 
career options include medical tour 
consultation, hospital administration, 
guest relationship management, public 
relations and logistics management, 
and even jobs for the spa and wellness 
industry.

Career as a Medical 
Tourism Facilitator
According to Renee-Marie Stephano, 
president of the Medical Tourism 
Association, a career as a medical 
tourism facilitator is highly favourable 
these days. Medical tourism facilitators 
act as middlemen for patients on 
all matters pertaining to medical 
tourism. They play an important role 
in shaping the industry growth of the 
medical tourism industry and operate 
almost like a travel agency where 
they help patients to book fl ights and 
arrange accommodations, tours and 
transportation. They also liaise between 
patients and doctors as well as hospitals 
abroad to ensure things run smoothly.

Being a medical tourism facilitator can 
be challenging but it is also rewarding, 
especially if they successfully establish 
positive long-term relationships 
between patients and healthcare 
providers. It can be a lucrative career, 
as many patients travelling abroad for 
medical treatments spend fi ve to ten 
times more than traditional tourists. 
According to the Medical Tourism 

Association (MTA) Patient Survey in 
2013, such patients spend between 
US$7,417 to US$15,833 per trip.

To start a career as a medical tourism 
facilitator, one must have suffi cient 
knowledge of the various destinations 
and hospitals that offer medical 
tourism, to properly guide patients from 
abroad in choosing the best hospitals.

Medical tourism facilitators also need 
to keep themselves up-to-date with 
the current terms and policies on 
everything related to the healthcare 
and travel industries, logistic skills 
(preparing documentation, permits 
and arrangements), to understanding 
the laws and regulations regarding 
medical tourism of different countries. 
Excellent communication and people 
management skills (which includes 
proper telephone etiquette) are 
important for the job. Knowing 
languages other than English can be 

a great advantage, particularly when 
dealing with patients who only speak 
their native language.

Bright Prospects Ahead
A report by the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) says up to 50 
million medical tourists worldwide 
are expected per annum. Such fi gures 
suggest a signifi cant growth in the 
medical tourism industry, which is 
estimated to be worth US$50 billion to 
US$65 billion in 2014. Medical tourism 
looks promising not just for treatment- 
and career-seekers but also as an 
economic contributor. Medical tourism 
will also benefi t the locals by raising 
the standard of healthcare as medical 
centres, clinics, healthcare practitioners 
and caregivers endeavour to improve 
the quality of services rendered to 
attract medical tourists.
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Scholarship, Grant and Award
The Definition, Difference and 
How You Can Qualify and Apply

F INANC ING YOUR STUDY 
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A scholarship is a form of fi nancial 
reward given to a qualifi ed student 
– for good academic results, athletic 
performance, or both – by an 
organisation to help fi nance his or 
her higher education. Organisations 
offering scholarships to deserving 
students include colleges, universities, 
governmental bodies or companies 
in the private sector. Individuals 
such as philanthropists can also 
offer scholarships in their support of 
education.

Scholarships are not to be confused 
with study loans as fi nancial assistance 
received by loan would need to be 
repaid, possibly with a minimal interest 
rate. On the contrary, students do not 
need to repay the funding organisation 
for a scholarship received.

While earning a scholarship does sound 
like winning a lottery, one should be 
aware that the award of a scholarship 
often comes with terms and conditions. 
For instance, an oil and gas company 
may award a scholarship to a student 
to complete his four-year full-time 
engineering course but the student 
would have to work the company for 
a certain number of years after his 
graduation. Such terms and conditions 
actually provide a win-win situation 
for both as the company stands to 
benefi t from having an achiever as an 
employee while the student already has 
a job assured after graduation.

How to Qualify and Apply for a Scholarship?
Scholarships are most often awarded to graduating O-Level or A-Level students. 
After completing your O-Level or equivalent, you will have to decide on either 
venturing into the world of employment or furthering your studies in a course that 
would ensure better career prospects in the future. Those who have completed 
their A-Levels, pre-university or foundation programmes will proceed to university to 
obtain a bachelor’s degree. Higher education, be it at private or public institutions, 
costs a lot, which could be a challenge, especially for low-income households. This 
is where a fi nancial aid such as a scholarship would come in handy.

Here are some useful tips to help you qualify for scholarships:

a) Take prompt action
Don’t wait until it’s almost the closing date to apply as you may have to submit 
certifi ed copies of certifi cates or write an essay of yourself, both of which takes 
time to prepare. The organisation offering the scholarship would also take time 
to evaluate your application, so start working towards it as soon as you spot the 
opportunity. Notices of scholarships on offer are often put out in newspapers before 
major exam results are released, so be proactive and look out for these.

While some of the educational institutions provide students a scholarship 
application form, others need to go the extra mile by preparing an application letter 
for scholarship, like the one below:

What Is A 
SCHOLARSHIP?

(Your name, contact number and home address)

(Date of this written letter)

Dear Sir/Madam,

Re: Application for Art College Scholarship Program 2014

With reference to the above, I am writing to apply for a scholarship to assist me 
fi nancially as I have great interest to pursue my studies in multimedia design and 
believe that a reputable college such as yours will be an ideal platform for me to fulfi l 
my ambition.

I have enclosed herewith my profi le which includes my full resume, required academic 
transcripts and certifi cates, along with references from my secondary school teacher. 
I hope these attachments will assist you in your evaluation of my application for the 
scholarship program. Please do not hesitate to contact me in case if you need any 
additional information. I am looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Thank you.

Yours sincerely,
(Your name)
(Your ID number)

How to Qualify and Apply for a 
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SCHOLARSHIP?
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b) Outline your main strengths
When you fi ll out the scholarship 
application form, make sure you 
highlight your greatest strengths, which 
include your personal and professional 
academic accomplishments and 
qualifi cations. Make sure you have 
included photocopies of all the relevant 
certifi cates with your application before 
you submit it. If you are submitting 
your application online, ensure that 
your documents are converted to the 
standard PDF format.

c) Do research
When you apply for a scholarship, it 
is advisable to research the college or 
university thoroughly, like how you 
would learn about a company before 
you apply for a job; you may end up 
working for the company after all.

d) Note the deadline
Every scholarship has its own 
submission deadline, so make sure you 
take note of it whenever you apply 
for one. Late applications will not be 
entertained or accepted.

e) Proofread your application
Before submitting your application, 
check that you have completed all 
the required sections, attached all the 
requested documents and correct any 
spelling and grammatical errors.

f) Apply only if you are eligible
Just like applying for a job, know 
whether you are eligible for your 
chosen scholarship. Make sure you 
know your own qualifi cations, since it 
is rather pointless applying if you don’t 
even meet the minimum requirements. 
Exceptions are unlikely to be made and 
you would only be wasting the time of 
those vetting through the applications, 
as well as your own.

g) Fill out your application neatly
If you’re fi lling up the application form 
by hand, make sure your handwriting is 
neat and legible. Often, there is a note 
requesting that you use a black-inked 
pen and write in block letters only, so 
you’d might want to check if there is 
such a note before you begin fi lling up 
the form (wrongly).

h) Don’t apply for just one
While you may think a particular 
college or university you apply for 
suits you the best, there are many 
other students wanting that same 
scholarship. So don’t be rigid and 
keep your options open. Apply for 
other scholarships too, so that you 
will have other alternatives if one or 
two applications are rejected. You 
could even apply for every scholarship 
available to widen your options and 
increase your likelihood of getting your 
education sponsored.

i) Be well prepared for the interview
If you manage to secure an interview for the scholarship, congratulations! You are 
now one step closer to securing that scholarship, having beaten hundreds, if not 
thousands of other applicants. Now, your appearance and performance during the 
interview can make or break your chances, so here are some tips to impress the 
interviewer(s):

• Dress smartly and appropriately
If you are a guy, wear formal or semi-
formal clothes such as a buttoned 
long-sleeved shirt, slacks and formal 
shoes. If you are a lady, choose 
conservative dresses, skirts or pantsuits. 
Never choose to wear sexy or revealing 
clothes. For both genders, jeans and 
T-shirts are strictly a no-no.

• Shake hands fi rmly
Upon entering the room, present 
a good fi rst impression when you 
introduce yourself. Make eye contact 
with your interviewer(s) and shake 
hands fi rmly. If you are prone to having 
clammy or sweaty palms, dry your 
hands discreetly before receiving a 
handshake.

• Be confi dent
It is understandable that you’ll feel 

nervous but don’t show it! Pretend 
that you are here to have a formal chat 
with an older friend. Sit up straight and 
answer your interviewers’ questions 
clearly and concisely. This way, the 
interviewer(s) will see you are well-
prepared and confi dent enough to 
address questions and conduct yourself 
in public.

• Be courteous
Remember to thank your interviewer(s) 
to show your gratitude at the end of 
the interview. It is also a good gesture 
to follow up with a thank-you email as 
an appreciation for taking their time to 
meet you. This gesture not only displays 
gratitude and humbleness but also 
serves to remind the interviewers of 
you and make you stand out among a 
pool of interviewees.
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How Can I Get An AWARD?
Unlike scholarships and grants, which are generally awarded based on fi nancial or academic eligibility, an award is given 
to recognise excellence in academics, sports or a contribution to society. Awards are most commonly given by colleges and 
universities to exemplary students but, often, governments or the private sector do hand out such recognitions as well. An 
award usually comes with token cash, plaque, medal, a gift or a certifi cate.

SCHOLARSHIP GRANT AWARD

Defi nition A type of fi nancial aid for 
one’s higher education to 
complete the course in college 
or university (e.g. tuition fees 
and other school-related 
expenses).

A form of fi nancial assistance 
based on the eligibility of 
personal and family’s overall 
sources of income, expenses 
and savings to help pay for the 
college or university course (e.g. 
tuition fees and other school-
related expenses).

A symbol of recognition 
for specifi c outstanding 
accomplishments or 
achievements, in the form of 
cash, plaque, medal, gift or a 
recognition certifi cate.

Qualifying 
Criteria

Based on academic merit. Based on need. Given as a reward for 
exemplary achievement.

Application 
Process

Usually requires writing an 
application letter.

Usually requires writing a grant 
proposal.

Usually obtained through 
organisation’s (e.g. colleges or 
universities) voting system to 
create a list of nominations.

Servicing Doesn’t operate like a loan and doesn’t need to be repaid, but 
usually comes with certain terms and conditions.

Not applicable, since an award 
is not a form of fi nancial 
assistance like a grant of 
scholarship.

How to Qualify and Apply for a Grant?
Applying grants for furthering one’s education is similar to applying scholarships for 
the same purpose.
• If you apply for a college grant, read the instructions carefully. For instance, if the 

particular grant is only eligible for those within an age limit, don’t bother applying 
if you do not qualify at all.

• Highlight your best personal and professional achievements in an honest manner.
• Show concrete evidence such as a relevant certifi cate or letter of recommendation 

to prove that you are up to it.
• Identify any spelling or grammatical mistakes before submitting your grant 

application.

What Is A 
GRANT?
Grants may seem similar to scholarships 
because both provide fi nancial 
assistance to help students cope with 
the tuition fees and other school-
related expenses. Both do not operate 
like a loan and do not need to be 
repaid.

However, one must know that a 
scholarship is actually given based 
on academic merit, whereas a grant 
is more of a need-based monetary 
fund. Grants are usually paid out 
by the federal government, state 
and city governments, colleges, 
universities, private sectors, non-profi t 
organisations, community organisations 
or companies. A grant is typically made 
eligible based on your personal and 
your family’s overall sources of income, 
expenses and savings. Applicants from 
low-income households are likely to be 
eligible for grants.

What Is AWhat Is AWhat Is A
GRANT?GRANT?GRANT?GRANT?GRANT?

How to Qualiffy and Apply for a Grant?
i i il t

Qualify and Apply for a Grant?

AWARD?
which are gene

How Can I Get An AWARD?AWARD?How Can I Get AnAnHow Can I Get Ann

F INANC ING YOUR STUDY 
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In today’s highly competitive 
environment, the signifi cance 
of achieving academic 
excellence in university can’t be 
emphasised enough. However, 
many students are hard-pressed 
for time and money as they 
pursue part-time jobs and face 
other challenges which can 
distract them from focusing on 
their studies. Here are some tips 
on how to manage:

15 Tips 
to Achieve 
Academic 
Excellence 
in University

1.Choose subjects smartly
Although some subjects and 
sessions might be mandatory 
for a degree, students do have a 
choice of several elective courses. 
Before choosing electives, fi nd out 
more about the subjects offered 
and how the professors teach 
these subjects. Choosing subjects 
of interest and professors whose 
teaching methodology is in sync with 
the student’s way of learning and 
preferences will help make classes 
more enjoyable.

2.Extra classes
Some universities allow students to
sign up for extra credits in addition
to those needed to secure a degree.
In such cases, the students can enrol
for a few additional classes and give
them a go, or drop those which they
have trouble with – provided the
course is not mandatory.

COLLEGE CORNER
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4.Sufficient sleep
Students tend to sacrifi ce sleep in 
their attempt to manage classes, 
part-time jobs, extracurricular 
activities and social events. A sleep-
deprived mind cannot work at its full 
potential, and lack of sleep can be 
detrimental not only to studies but 
also to health. So, get at least seven 
hours of sleep on average.

5. Consistent and steady 
efforts

Studying consistently while keeping 
up with the schedule of the 
curriculum can help avoid last-minute 
cramming, which may not be an 
effective way to study. Instead, 
learn deeply by actively constructing 
knowledge and giving meaning to 
the material.

6. Choosing the best study 
location

Different people have different 
approaches to studying, and while 
some need a quiet place, others 
might be at home in a crowded café. 
It is always a good idea to consciously 
understand the effectiveness of 
studying in different environments 
and then choose the most 
suitable one.

3.Study groups
Study groups can be very effective 
for learning diffi cult subjects as 
the students can share and discuss 
topics which will enhance their 
understanding of the subject. If no 
study groups exist for a subject, one 
can always form a group.

7. Focus and avoid 
multitasking

In the time set aside for studying, 
take care to not get distracted by 
conversation with friends, phone 
calls, messages and the Internet. 
Keeping distractions to the minimum 
will help in focusing better and 
improving productivity.

8.Be responsible
A university student is expected 
to manage his or her day-to-day 
activities without much parental 
guidance. Tasks like attending classes 
on time, fi nishing assignments, 
framing a timetable to aid exam 
preparation, submitting papers and 
so on, have to be taken up and 
completed by the student responsibly.

9.Set goals
It is always a good practice to set 
time-bound goals, motivate oneself 
to accomplish them and reward 
oneself when successful. This will 
help in fi nishing tasks on time 
without any hurry. It will also improve 
self-discipline.

COLLEGE CORNER
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12.Post-class preparation
It is important to allocate time for 
preparation and study outside the 
classroom. Reading the contents 
taught in class and trying to 
understand it again will help in 
retaining the facts in memory for a 
longer duration.

15.Choosing a major
Before choosing a major, do a thorough research to understand the subjects 
that will have to be covered, both at the basic and advanced levels. Try to get 
an idea of the actual work, career or job related to the major subject. This will 
help in fi guring out if the subject is the right choice from both a short-term and 
long-term perspective. If one is opting for a double or triple major, ensure that 
the subjects taken are complementary.

The above suggestions cover almost all the important aspects to be focused
on for university education. But it is a person’s hard work, determination and 
perseverance which ultimately leads to success. It is equally important to take 
care of one’s health, get involved in other co-curricular and extracurricular 
activities, pursue hobbies and spend time with friends and family for a balanced, 
well-rounded personality and a happy and rewarding life.

10.Avoid skipping classes
Try to avoid missing or skipping 
classes, thinking that the notes from 
a friend or fellow student will help 
make up for it. What you learn by 
being present in a classroom can 
never be compensated through 
notes. Moreover, missing too many 
classes will break the fl ow of how 
you follow a whole course, and 
catching up will be even more 
overwhelming.

13. Utilise all resources 
available

Many a times students do not
effectively utilise all the resources
at their disposal: additional
reading material, library facilities,
recommended readings and free
practice quizzes. These resources
help students to gain a deeper
understanding of the core concepts
in a subject and learn them better.

11. Train to increase 
attention span

Most sessions and lectures last 
around an hour and it might be 
diffi cult to pay the lecturer undivided 
attention throughout this period. 
Take a conscious effort to bring re-
focus every time your attention drifts 
away or when you zone out.

14.Practise tests
Taking a practice test will improve 
long-term recall and the ability 
to retrieve content, and help you 
prepare better for exams. It also 
boosts confi dence.
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Universities promote diversity and are 
the meeting ground for all sorts of 
people. While this provides immense 
opportunities for growth and 
personal development, it might also 
raise concerns for students’ safety 
and security. To help you take care 
of yourself and your belongings, we 
have some simple tips:

10 Ways 
to Stay Safe at 

University

COLLEGE CORNER
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1

2

3

4

5

Don’t forget about your car 
If you have a car, always keep it locked 
when you leave it. Don’t leave the keys 
in the car and keep the engine running 
to run out to get something. If you’re not 
using the car for a long time like, say, a 
whole semester, check on it frequently at 
regular intervals to make sure it’s where 
it’s supposed to be. 

Don’t lose sight of your keys 
If possible, it is always a good idea to have 
an extra set of keys kept in a safe location 
or given for safe keeping to a trustable 
friend. This ensures you are not locked 
out in case you lose or misplace your keys. 
If you have a tendency to lose your keys 
often, consider keeping them close to you 
by wearing them on a lanyard.

Do not let strangers into 
your hall or apartment 
Sometimes, students let in strangers for 
not wanting to seen rude or thinking 
that he or she might be the roommate’s 
friend. Don’t. It is always better to be 
safe than sorry. It also never hurts to call 
and check if your roommate or friend 
did indeed order food, ask a friend over, 
or invite somebody.

Always lock your door 
Ensure that the main door to your room, 
hall or apartment is always locked. This, 
in addition to being the fi rst safety 
check for intruders, will also help keep 
away trespassers. That’s why you should 
keep your windows locked, too. Also, 
don’t hesitate to keep your room’s door 
locked, even if you think you will be 
away only for a couple of minutes. Don’t 
provide intruders any opportunities. y pp

Get a laptop locking device 
Laptops and phones tend to get stolen 
often. If you have sensitive information 
(such as bank and identity details) or 
exam notes, project fi les or assignments 
stored in your laptop or smartphone, a 
theft can be a disaster. Get a physical 
lock for your laptop and complement 
this with electronic locking and tracking 
devices. Various anti-theft and tracking 
software such as Find My Mac and Find 
My iPhone can also be useful. 

COLLEGE CORNER
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6

7

8
10

9
Don’t go alone at night 
While travelling around campus or 
back to campus at night, it is always 
smart and safe to have a friend with 
you. People in groups are less likely to 
be mugged, assaulted or harmed than 
those walking alone. If your friends 
are busy, don’t be embarrassed to ask 
campus security to escort you home. 
Remember, safety comes fi rst, so don’t 
put yourself in risky situations. 

Keep someone informed 
about your whereabouts 
Inform someone, like a friend or 
roommate, when you are heading out, 
like to a club or to a date. You can let 
them know the location and when you 
expect to get back. You can even ask 
them to check on you via text or phone 
call to make sure you got back fi ne. This 
is a good idea because your friend or 
roommate will be able to get help at the 
right time and to the right place in case 
you are in trouble.

Keep emergency numbers handy 
Keep all the emergency numbers in your phone 
and a list in your wallet so that you know who 
to call in case your wallet, debit or credit cards 
get stolen, or if you are in any trouble. It is 
also wise to memorise the number for campus 
security and save it in your cell phone; it might 
come handy if you are in an emergency or if you 
need to assist someone. 

Tell your friends you’re okay 
If you do not live on campus but have 
stayed late with friends for a friendly 
get-together, drama rehearsal or group 
study session, call them after you get back 
home. Similarly, if you are going back to 
campus, it is a good idea to check in with 
your friend or family member and let them 
know you’ve arrived. This will allow you 
or your friend to get help when you are in 
trouble because someone is there keeping 
track of your whereabouts. You might 
want to consider using friend-tracking 
apps such as Find My Friend which will 
allow you to locate your friends based on 
their GPS location.

Do not leave your 
belongings unattended 
Many students assume that it is safe 
to leave their belongings lying around 
unattended in public areas like the 
library, cafeteria, or study rooms when 
they take a toilet break, run down to 
the vending machine for a quick snack 
or go order a sandwich. Thefts can 
happen – anytime, anywhere – often, 
in the blink of an eye. Ask a friend or 
someone trustworthy to watch over 
your belongings till you return, or just 
take your stuff along with you.

Most of these tips might seem like plain 
common sense. Yet, many students often forget 
these when they are caught up in the hassles of 
daily campuslife. Paying attention to little details 
like these will help you and your friends to keep 
yourselves and your belongings safe and have 
an enjoyable, safe experience at university.
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Life at university is always considered the best phase 
of one’s life. Campus life gives one the opportunity to 
meet new people, learn new things, have lots of fun, 
and experience life. Though some are enthusiastic 
about life in university, others may consider it 
stressful. So it is important to understand the causes 
of this stress and overcome them before it derails 
your quest for tertiary education.

Maintain a balanced 
social life – Have fun
University life is full of fun, but 
only up to a point. Your newfound 
liberty can harm you if you do not 
keep your social activities under 
control. There will be numerous 
concerts, various sporting events, 
late night parties, and so on. Get 
involved in all these, but ensure 
your academic performance 
doesn’t slip. Since you do not 
have your parents around to tell 
you what is right and wrong, the 
balance between your academic 
pursuits and fun activities might 
go off-kilter. Consider every 
day a new experience and be 
responsible in all your activities. 
Only then will your university days 
be interesting and exciting. 

Academic success – Why you are at university
Another major reason for stress 
in university students is when 
attempting to maintain academic 
success. Since GPA scores play 
an important role in deciding the 
careers of individuals, it puts more 
pressure on students to score more. 
To avoid this, spend quality time 
everyday understanding the basics 
of subjects. Do not limit yourself 
to textbook knowledge, but try to 
apply the concepts you learn in a 
practical manner. 

Managing Stress 
in University

Avoid homesickness – 
You are an adult now
The main stress in university 
comes from the distance 
between you and your home 
and family. Though you might 
be rejoicing your new freedom, 
there’s always moments of 
homesickness when you realize 
you’re really on your own. Being 
prepared for the fact that you 
need to take care of yourself on 
campus will give you positive 
energy and alleviate stress. Also, 
understand that you are now 
growing older which means 
you need to face the challenges 
that comes from being away 
from home. Consider all your 
friends as your family and 
celebrate every moment you’re 
in university. 

Building new friendships – 
Friends are for life
Building friendships is important, as friends are 
among the pillars of an individual’s success. 
Learning to make new friends is a skill one needs 
to learn as soon as possible, to befriend the 
right people. Get to know your fellow university 
students from the day you arrive. Don’t isolate 
yourself, as being friendly helps you understand 
various challenges and broadens your horizons. 

Sleeping adequately – 
Eight hours a day
Students who do not sleep well 
suffer from more stress. Sleep 
is important in recharging the 
body and developing stronger 
immunity, hence it is advisable 
to follow a regular sleeping 
pattern that includes at least 
right hours of sleep every night.
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Cool roommates – 
Chill with your roomies
You may end up sharing their dorm 
room with others. If that’s the case, 
learn to adjust to having roommates. 
It can be diffi cult in the beginning, 
trying to understand other people’s 
behaviour, culture and habits but as 
time goes on, you will get to know 
each other and start spending quality 
time together. Don’t buckle under 
the pressure of staying with a new 
person. Rather, try to understand 
their nature and get along.

Eat well – For 
nutrition and energy
People who eat a balanced 
diet and follow good eating 
habits tend to feel less stress. 
Avoid eating too much junk 
food, which can be high in 
fat and sugar and help raise 
stress levels. Foods that are 
rich in fi bre and low in fat, 
meanwhile, tend to do the 
opposite, especially when 
coupled with exercise. Eat more 
fruits and vegetables. Do not 
skip breakfast as it provides all 
the energy needed for the rest 
of the day. 

Organise your work – You are responsible
Far away from parents and teachers, many university students do not plan 
and organise their work. At university, you need to learn to make decisions on 
your own, as the fi rst steps towards life as an adult. Be prepared for changes 
in your pre-university lifestyle. Know your priorities and do not displace study 
time with fun and parties.

Competition – It’s healthy
Whatever programme you enroll for in your university, there will be lots of 
competition among your peers. Try not to crack under this pressure. Instead, 
use this opportunity to hone your skills and knowledge. Treat education as 
something fun and strive for good grades. Learn to balance your time for 
studies and fun. 

When you view competition positively and adopt a balanced approach to your 
studies, university life will feel less stressful and more fun and fulfi lling. 
So, work hard, get good grades, and get along and have fun with your fellow 
students and your days in university will be the best part of your life.

Financial support – Get solid backing
University life tends to be more expensive.Tuition 
fees, books, boarding costs … all these take its toll on 
the students and their parents. No problem, various 
scholarship schemes abound. Find the right scholarship 
plan for you and make sure you’re eligible for it. Some 
students also take 
up part-time jobs to 
help with the costs, 
but it could be really 
diffi cult to fi nd time 
for study and work 
and balancing both 
can be an uphill task. 
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KEY SKILLS REQUIRED:
Consulting and Advising, Resolving problem, Producing details, and Budgeting

Architects work in the construction industry and are involved in designing new buildings, extensions or alterations 
to existing buildings, or advising on the restoration and conservation of old properties. Architects work closely 
with their clients and users to make sure that projected designs match their needs and are functional, safe 
and economical. They usually control a project from start to fi nish and work with a number of construction 
professionals, including surveyors and engineers, producing drawings and specifi cations that the construction 
team works with.

AUSSIE
AUD52,000

per year

USA
USD56,209

per year

CANADA
CAD65,000

per year

MALAYSIA
RM150,000

per year

UK
GBP52,000

per year

AVERAGE SALARY PER YEAR

TOP 5 ARCHITECTURE SCHOOLS IN THE WORLDTOP 5 ARCHIT

     Architectural Association, UK

     Eth Zürich-Darch, SWITZERLAND

     Harvard University, USA

     Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), USA

     Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT), AUSTRALIA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ARCHITECTUREARCHITECTUREARCHITECTURE
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